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Abstract
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, using antenna arrays at both
receiver and transmitter, have shown great potential to provide high bandwidth
utilization e¢ ciency. Unlike other reported research on MIMO systems which
often assumes independent antennas, in this thesis an arrayed MIMO system
framework is proposed, which provides a richer description of the channel charac-
teristics and additional degrees of freedom in designing communication systems.
Firstly, the spatial correlated MIMO system is studied as an array-to-array
system with each array (Tx or Rx) having predened constrained aperture. The
MIMO system is completely characterized by its transmit and receive array man-
ifolds and a new spatial correlation model other than Kronecker-based model is
proposed. As this model is based on array manifolds, it enables the study of the
e¤ect of array geometry on the capacity of correlated MIMO channels.
Secondly, to generalize the proposed arrayed MIMO model to a frequency
selective fading scenario, the framework of uplink MIMO DS-CDMA (Direct-
Sequence Code Division Multiple Access) systems is developed. DOD estimation
is developed based on transmit beam rotation. A subspace-based joint DOA/TOA
estimation scheme as well as various spatial temporal reception algorithms is also
proposed.
Finally, the downlinkMIMO-CDMA systems in multiple-access multipath fad-
ing channels are investigated. Linear precoder and decoder optimization problems
are studied under di¤erent criterions. Optimization approaches with di¤erent
power allocation schemes are investigated. Sub-optimization approaches with
close-form solution and thus less computation complexity are also proposed.
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Introduction
1.1 Space-Time Characteristics of Multipath Fad-
ing Channels
Generally speaking, wireless channels are much more di¢ cult and hostile than
wired channels, since the former composes of multipaths which arise as the se-
quence of reection, di¤raction and scattering of the radiated energy o¤ objects
that lie in the propagation path. An illustrative example of these three basic
propagation mechanisms is shown in Figure 1.1.
Multipaths in wireless channels create small-scale fading e¤ects. Given that
the receiver (Rx) antenna is located in Fraunhofer region [1] of transmitter (Tx)
antenna (see Appendix 1.A), the signal received at any point in the space may
consist of a large number of plane waves having randomly distributed amplitudes,
phases, delay, and angles of arrival. Combination of these multipath components
at the Rx antenna causes the uctuation in received signal, thereby inducing
signal distortion or small-scale fading.
The propagation channel introduces dispersion to the transmitted signal in
17
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Reflection
Reflection
Scattering
Diffraction
Figure 1.1: Multipath propagation.
di¤erent dimensions, e.g. frequency, time, and space. Accordingly, the channel
dispersion can be characterized in terms of delay spread, Doppler spread, and
angle spread (see Appendix 1.B and reference [2] [3] [4])
1.2 Diversity
Dispersion of multipaths in the wireless channel causes the signal at the receiver
to distort or fade signicantly. One of the most powerful techniques to mitigate
the e¤ects of fading is diversity.
Diversity is dened as a general technique that utilizes two or more copies of
the signal with varying degrees of noise/interference e¤ects to achieve, by selection
or a combination scheme, higher degree of message-recovery performance than
that achievable by any one of the individual copies separately.
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1.2.1 Classication of Diversity
The idea behind diversity is to send the same data over multiple independent
fading paths. For instance [3] [5],
 In frequency diversity, the same information (usually narrowband signal)
is transmitted on di¤erent carrier frequencies which are separated by the
coherence bandwidth of the channel; then at the receiver several replicas
of the transmitted signals are combined before a decision is made. This
diversity technique requires additional bandwidth and power to send signal
over multiple frequency bands.
 Time diversity is achieved by transmitting the same information at di¤erent
times, where the time di¤erence is greater than the coherence time of the
channel. It does not require increased bandwidth and transmit power, but
does decrease the data rate.
 While some of spread spectrum techniques, e.g. Frequency Hopping sys-
tems, are frequency diversity, widely-used Code Division Multiplexing Ac-
cess (CDMA) spread spectrum system is the most important implementa-
tion of time diversity (also known as code diversity).
 As it has been reported that the horizontal and vertical polarization paths
between the transmitter and the receiver are uncorrelated [6], orthogonal
polarization can be exploited to obtain polarization diversity.
 Space diversity, also known as antenna diversity, is one of the most popular
forms of diversity used in wireless communication systems.
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1.2.2 Space Diversity
The utilization of both time and frequency diversity incurs an expense to intro-
duce redundancy - time in the case of time diversity and bandwidth in the case
of frequency diversity. However, spatial diversity is an attractive alternative that
does not cost additional time or bandwidth. This property of space diversity has
sparked the interest in the implementation of space diversity in the 3G or beyond
mobile communications system [5].
1.2.2.1 Receive Diversity
Traditionally, multiple antennas have been used at the receiver to combat chan-
nel fading. Each pair of Tx and Rx antennas provides a signal path from the
transmitter to the receiver. By sending signals that carry the same information
through di¤erent paths, multiple independently faded replicas of the data symbol
can be obtained at the receiver end; hence, more reliable reception is achieved.
For example [2], in a slow Rayleigh-fading environment with one transmit and
N receive antennas, the transmitted signal is passed through N di¤erent paths. It
is well known that if the fading is independent across N antenna pairs, a maximal
diversity gain of N can be achieved, i.e. an average error probability can be made
to decay like the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of Rx array has been increased
from SNR to SNRN .
1.2.2.2 Transmit Diversity
Since 1990s, there has been an increasing interest in transmit diversity techniques.
In transmit diversity there are multiple Tx antennas, among which the transmit
power is distributed.
When the channel state information (CSI) is known to the transmitter, the
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system is very similar to receive diversity. However, without CSI, transmit diver-
sity technique requires a combination of space and time diversity via, for example,
Alamouti scheme [7]. In Alamouti scheme, a space diversity order of 2 can be
obtained by transmitting two di¤erent symbols s1 and s2 from antennas 1 and 2
respectively during the rst symbol period, followed by signals  s2 and s1 form
antennas 1 and 2 respectively during the next symbol period. Extension of Alam-
outi scheme in systems with more than two Tx antennas results in space-time block
coding (STBC) [8] [9].
1.2.2.3 Array Diversity
Array techniques can be seen as the most sophisticated and advanced space di-
versity techniques. Antenna array (or smart antennas) system is formed by a
number of antenna elements with a given geometry with measurements taken
with respect to the array reference point. Throughout the thesis, without loss
of generality, all antennas considered are assumed to be isotropic and within the
local area1 of the arrays reference point.
A typical structure of array system - (space-only) beamformer that exploits
the space diversity at the receiver is depicted in Figure 1.2. It is a narrowband
beamformer which assumes that the bandwidth of the signal is narrow enough
that the baseband signal waveform stays almost constant at each array element.
The beamformer operates by adjusting the phase and amplitude of the signals
induced on each element of the antenna array using the weights fw1; w2; : : : ; wNg
and combining to form the beamformer output, thus a beam has been formed
towards the direction where maximum gain is obtained.
1Local area is the largest volume of free-space about a specic point r = [rx; ry; rz]
T in which
the wireless channel can be modelled as the summation of homogeneous plane waves.
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S
...
...
x1(t)
w1
x2(t)
w2
x2(t)
wN
Figure 1.2: Structure of a space-only beamformer.
The array gain (diversity gain of array system) can be dened by [1]
G , SNRout
SNRin
(1.1)
where SNRin and SNRout refer respectively to the signal-to-noise ratio at the
input and output of the beamformer. As shown by Figure 1.3 (a) and (b), for
a 5-element uniform linear array (ULA) beamformer with half wavelength inter-
element spacing, if simply adding up received signals of all antennas, i.e. wi =
1 for all i = 1;    ; N , the SNRout of the signal impinging from direction 90
and 270 will be increased 5 fold. By applying proper spatial array processing
techniques steering the beam towards another direction, say, 120, the SNRout of
the signal impinging from direction 120 and 240 will get the maximum array
gain, as shown in (c) and (d) of Figure 1.3.
Di¤erent weight-vectors create di¤erent beamformers. The simplest weight-
vector is formed using diversity combining rule. This is used to overcome the
problem of fading in radio channels and utilizes the fact that the signals arriving
at di¤erent locations fade di¤erently. The combining techniques that are cur-
rently used in various space diversity systems are selection combining, threshold
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Figure 1.3: Array Patterns of a 5 element Uniform Linear Array.
combining (switch and stay combining), equal gain combining (EGC) and maxi-
mal ratio combining (MRC) [5].
Furthermore, as indicated in (c) of Figure 1.3, with beamformer, a number
of nulling directions are created, which enable the receiver diminishes the inter-
ference from these directions. The beam pattern of the array depends on the
geometry, the amplitude and phase excitation of the elements, and also the radi-
ation pattern of individual elements.
With the e¤ort of the community of array processing on wireless communica-
tions, integration of array processing and communication techniques has moved
from the conventional direction nulling and phase-arrays to advanced superreso-
lution arrays, e.g. multiple signal classication (MUSIC) method [10], direction
nding and superresolution adaptive beamformers.
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1.3 Space-Time Arrayed Communications
1.3.1 Space-Time Array Processing
At the multiple-antenna receiver, space-time and not just information associated
with the time communication signals can be utilized to provide more sophisticated
and powerful wireless communication systems. A typical structure of space-time
beamformer that exploits both the space and the time diversity at the receiver is
depicted in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Structure of space-time beamformer using tapped delay lines.
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Space-time beamformer is often employed in frequency selective channel where
the transmitted signal bandwidth is much greater than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel, e.g. in CDMA spread spectrum system. A bank of N tapped
delay lines (TDL), each of length L, are concatenated to cope with the time
dispersion caused by frequency selective fading. Again, the beamformer operates
by adjusting the phase and amplitude of the signals induced on each tap of each
element of the antenna array using the weights fwik, i = 1; :::; N ; k = 1; :::Lg
and combining to form the space-time beamformer output, thus a beam has been
formed towards the TOA as well as the DOA where maximum gain is required
as shown in Figure 1.5. The space-time array processing techniques is capable of
achieving space and time diversity simultaneously.
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Figure 1.5: Array Pattern of a space-time beamformer using a 5 element Uniform
Linear Array and tapped delay lines with 31 taps.
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1.3.2 Classication of Space-Time Wireless Channels
From the viewpoint of array processing, space-time wireless channels can be clas-
sied, based on the number of inputs and outputs, into four main categories using
the terms
 Scalar input/output to indicate a single input/output and
 Vector input/output to indicate a set of more than one input/output.
In a similar fashion the terms scalar-signal and vector-signal indicate a single
signal or a set of more than one signal respectively. Using the above terms
and with reference to Figure 1.6, the space-time communication channels can be
classied into four basic types as follows:
 Scalar-Input Scalar-Output (SISO) channel: in point-to-point transmission,
the single antenna element is employed at both ends of the transmission link.
 Scalar-Input Vector-Output (SIVO) channel: in point-to-point transmis-
sion, the system employs a single antenna transmitter and an antenna array
receiver; in the multiple access system, (i) SIVO MA-1 channel is formed
with the single antenna element is employed at both the transmitter and
the receivers of multiple users; (ii) SIVO MA-2 channel is formed with the
employment of antenna arrays at the receivers of multiple users and a single
antenna element at the transmitter.
 Vector-Input Scalar-Output (VISO) channel: in the case of point-to-point
transmission, VISO channel is formed when an antenna array is employed at
the transmitter and a single antenna is used at the receiver; in the multiple
access system, (i) VISO MA-1 channel is formed with the single antenna
element is employed at both the receiver and the transmitters of multiple
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Figure 1.6: Classication of space-time channels.
users; (ii) VISO MA-2 channel is formed with the employment of antenna
arrays at the transmitters of multiple users and a single antenna element at
the receiver.
 Vector-Input Vector-Output (VIVO) channel: Similar to the classication
of VISO channel, there are di¤erent types of VIVO channels depending on
how vector-signals are formed at the transmitter and receiver. In point-to-
point transmission, the VIVO channel is formed with the employment of
antenna arrays at both transmitter and receiver. In the case of a multiple
access system, there are (i) VIVO MA-1 where the system employs single
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Figure 1.7: MIMO Channel
antenna transmitters and an antenna array receiver; and (ii) VIVO MA-2
where antenna arrays are used at both the transmitters and the receiver in
the system.
Please note that what is dened here as VIVO channel is similar with the
denition of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel and, by using the
former, the correlation of the multiple channels is highlighted.
1.4 Motivation and Organization of the research
In later 1990s, Telatar [11], Fochini and Gans [12] found that, by using Multiple
antennas at both transmitter and receiver (as depicted in Figure 1.7), MIMO
system can provide N-fold capacity increase compared with Single-Input Single-
Output (SISO) systems, where N = min
 
N;N

, with N and N denotes the
number of the antenna elements at the transmitter and the receiver2.
2Note that, throughout this thesis, a symbol with a barat the top will denote a transmitters
parameter.
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To illustrate the insight of conventional MIMO, consider a single-user (point-
to-point), single polarization, narrowband MIMO system depicted in Figure 1.7
with N antenna elements at the transmitter, and N antenna elements at the
receiver, referred to as (N;N)-MIMO. The N dimensional received signal vector
x (t) can then be modelled as
x (t) = Hm (t  ) + n (t) (1.2)
where m (t) is a N  1 transmitted signal vector, and n (t) a N  1 circularly
symmetric complex Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) vector with zero
mean and variance 2n, i.e.,
n (t)  CN  0N ; 2nIN . (1.3)
The N N channel matrix
H =
2666666664
h1;1; h1;2;    h1;N
h2;1; h2;2;    ; h2;N
...
...
. . .
...
hN;1; hN;2;    hN;N
3777777775
(1.4)
is called the MIMO channel matrix, where hi;j denotes the channel connecting
the jth transmitter antenna to ith receiver antenna.
If the Channel State Information (CSI) is unknown to the transmitter and
Rmm , E
n
m (t)m (t)H
o
= IN (where E fg is the expectation operator), the
capacity of the MIMO channel is [2]
C = B log2 det

IN +
P
N2n
HHH

bits/s (1.5)
For xed P=2n, if H is a random matrix with all elements to be independent, it
has been proven that [12]
C (N)! constant N (1.6)
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of JakesOne-Ring Scattering Model
for high SNR scenarios and N being large. This means, asymptotically, the
capacity increase is proportional to the increase of the number of the antenna
elements at transmitter and receiver [11] [12] [13].
Since H is time-variant, the MIMO capacity C in Eqn. (1.5) is then a statistic
variable relying heavily on the correlation matrix,
RH , E

vec (H) vecH (H)
	
(1.7)
When the idea of MIMO systems was rstly brought out, i.i.d. condition
i.i.d. Assumption: RH = INN (1.8)
was its fundamental presumption(see [12]), i.e. all channel coe¢ cients hi;j (t) in
the channel matrix H are identical independent distributed (i.i.d.).
The widely-accepted i.i.d. assumption (1.8) originates from Jakesone ring
propagation model. As depicted in Figure 1.8, consider a system with single
transmit antenna and the receiver employs two antennas with local scatterers
uniformly distributed on a ring in the vicinity. When the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver is much greater than the radii of the scattering ring
and the number of the scatterers is large, the spatial correlation coe¢ cient of two
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Figure 1.9: Spatial correlation changes with inter-element spacing in Jakes one-
ring propagation model.
spatial channels can be expressed as
  J0

2 d
c

(1.9)
where J0 (x) is the Bessel function of the rst kind of zero order, d the inter-
element spacing and c the carriers wavelength [14]. As shown in Figure 1.9, by
increasing element spacing, the spatial correlation can be arbitrarily small.
Practical propagation greatly di¤ered from Jakes one-ring model. Some prac-
tical limitations are:
 physical size of the user equipment (UE) limits the inter-element spacing;
 the scattering e¤ect in the vicinity of the base station is very small, since
they are always elevated and unobstructed by local scatterers.
 recent research has unveiled that, even at the vicinity of UE, the one-ring
model is too idealized. The scattering environment around UE is more
likely to be characterized by a number of dominant clusters, each with a
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impinging direction and angular spread [15]. This will be elaborated in
Chapter 2.
Dramatic deviation of, for example, the calculation of the capacity and STBC
design will be caused if spatial correlation is taken into account in the investi-
gation of MIMO. As a result, in recent years, attention has been paid to corre-
lated MIMO system. However, existing researches on this topic are all statisti-
cal approaches. They model the overall stochastic channel as a random matrix
conformed to certain distributions without characterizing individually the radio
channel parameters. As stated by Ernst et. al.: "Radio propagation forms the
basis for any radio channel including MIMO systems ... popular mathematical
models and commonly applied statistical assumptions sometimes turn out to ne-
glect important properties of MIMO radio channels."
The whole work conducted in this thesis is motivated by investigating the cor-
relation properties of MIMO channels from the radio propagation point of view.
Thus, by exploiting antenna arrays in wireless channel, the research is based
on parametric physical models which are more accurate descriptions of the ac-
tual propagation environment whose parameters represent physically meaningful
quantities, such as path delay, direction and complex path gains. In this thesis,
parametric channel models will be developed using the array manifold concept,
which is a natural representation and thus a perfect abstraction of the channel
propagation characteristics.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:
 In Chapter 2, MIMO system is investigated as an array-to-array commu-
nication system from the array processing viewpoint. By exploiting the
propagation characteristics of multipaths for a single-user point-to-point
communication, a novel arrayed MIMO model is derived using the concept
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of the array manifoldassociated with both Rx and Tx arrays. With the
proposed model, spatial correlation, capacity and degree of freedom of the
correlated MIMO system are extensively studied.
 In Chapter 3, the proposed correlated MIMO channel model of Chapter 2
has been used in a multi-user space-time CDMA environment. With the in-
troduction of MIMO Spatial Temporal ARray (STAR) manifold, the uplink
of the arrayed multi-user MIMO-CDMA system simultaneously transmit-
ting multiple signal streams is studied. Based on the subspace techniques,
the algorithms of channel parameters estimation as well as space-time re-
ceivers are proposed.
 In downlink of the arrayed multi-user MIMO-CDMA infrastructure, the
powerful computational ability of base station makes the transmit side pre-
processing possible. So, in Chapter 4, with the similar framework used
in the chapter 3, the Tx-Rx joint optimization problem is addressed. Un-
der di¤erent criterions, such as minimizing the mean-square-error (MSE)
or received signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SNIR), optimization and
sub-optimization schemes with di¤erent computational cost are derived and
compared.
 The work described in this thesis is concluded in Chapter 5. Furthermore,
some future directions such as the robust arrayed MIMO, antenna selection,
Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) in correlated MIMO systems and game
theory based ad-hoc Tx-Rx optimization are presented in this chapter.
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Figure 1.10: Field regions of an antenna.
Appendix 1.A Field Regions of Antenna
As shown in Figure 1.10, the space surrounding an antenna is usually subdivided
into three regions: reactive near-eld, radiating near-eld (Fresnel) and far-eld
(Fraunhofer) regions [1].
Reactive near-eld region is dened as "that region of the eld immediately
surrounding the antenna wherein the reactive eld predominates."3 For most
antennas, the outer boundary of this region, R1, is taken at
R1 = 0:62
r
D3

(1.10)
where D is the largest dimension of the antenna and  is the wavelength.
Far-eld (Fraunhofer) region is dened as "that region of the eld of an an-
tenna where the angular eld distribution is essentially independent of the dis-
3In this section, those in quotation marks is from the IEEE Standard Denitions of Terms
for Antennas (IEEE Std 145-1973)
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tance from the antenna." The inner boundary of this region, R2, is taken at
R2 =
2D2

(1.11)
and the outer one at innity.
Radiating near-eld (Fresnel) region is the region of the eld between the
reactive near-eld region and the far-eld region wherein radiation elds predom-
inate and the angular eld distribution is dependent upon the distance from the
antenna.
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Appendix 1.B Selectivity and Coherence of Wire-
less Channels
 Delay spread Tspread is caused by multipath arrival with di¤erent time de-
lays. It can be dened as the maximum excess delay between the rst and
last arrived path components, during which the received signal power falls
below some threshold level. Typical values of delay spread are on the order
of nanoseconds in indoor radio channel [15] and on the order of microsec-
onds in the outdoor radio channels [16]. Additionally, the time dispersion of
the fading channels can also be characterized by coherence bandwidth Bcoh,
which is dened as the frequency range over which the signals have a strong
potential for amplitude correlation. Delay spread (Tspread) and coherence
bandwidth (Bcoh) are inversely proportional to one another, i.e.
Bcoh ' 1
Tspread
(1.12)
In a wireless communication system, if the symbol period of transmitting
symbol Ts is much greater than delay spread, the e¤ects of time disper-
sion are negligible at the receiver and multipath fading is frequency at.
Therefore, the channel is known as the at fading channel if
Ts  Tspread (1.13)
As the signal bandwidth Bs is inversely proportional to symbol period Ts,
condition (1.13) is equivalent to
Bs  Bcoh (1.14)
Otherwise Inter-symbol-interference (ISI) arises and the multipath fading
is frequency selective, resulting in frequency selective channel.
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 The time variations of the channel which arise from the motion of transmit-
ter/receiver antennas cause a Doppler shift in the received signal. Doppler
Spread BDop is a measure of the spectral broadening caused by the time
rate of the change of the wireless channel and is dened as the range of
frequencies over which the received Doppler spectrum is essentially non-
zero. The space-time correlation function is the Fourier transform of the
Doppler power spectrum with Tcoh dened as the channel coherence time
over which the channels response to a transmitted signal has a correlation
greater than some threshold. Doppler spread and coherence time are para-
meters that describe the time varying nature of the channel. Analogous to
the delay spread and coherence bandwidth, the approximate relationship
between the two parameters is given as
Tcoh ' 1
BDop
(1.15)
If the baseband signal bandwidth Bs is much greater than the Doppler
spread, the channel impulse response changes at a rate much slower than the
transmitted baseband signal and the e¤ects of Doppler spread are negligible.
Thus the fading channel can be categorized as the slow fading (or time at)
channel. Therefore, a signal undergoes slow fading if
Bs  BDop (1.16)
or equivalently
Ts  Tcoh (1.17)
Otherwise, in a fast fading (or time selective) channel, the channel impulse
response changes rapidly within the symbol period. In practice, fast fading
only occurs for relatively very low data rates.
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 Angle spread at the receiver (spread) refers to the spread in the Direction
Of Arrival (DOA) of the multipath components at the receive; Similarly,
angle spread (spread) at the transmitter refers to the spread in the Direction
of Departure (DOD) of the multipath components which nally reach the
receiver. Coherence distance at the receiver (Dcoh) and at the transmitter
(Dcoh) are the maximum spatial separations over which the channel response
can be assumed constant. The coherence distance is inversely proportional
to the angle spread - the larger the angle spread, the shorter the coherence
distance, i.e.
Dcoh _
1
spread
(1.18)
and
Dcoh _
1
spread
(1.19)
The channel is said to be space selective between two antennas if their
separation is larger than the coherence distance. Otherwise the channel is
space at.
Chapter 2
Arrayed MIMO Modelling
2.1 Introduction
A primary assumption made about MIMO was that the signals propagating be-
tween di¤erent elements of Tx and Rx array endured independent identical dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading [12]. This assumption has been widely used in
capacity calculations and space-time coding. However, it has been reported re-
cently [17][18] that this assumption does not hold in the majority (if not all) of
practical scenarios.
As has been stated in [19], spatial correlation exists in practice and it is a
function of scattering environment, antenna response, array aperture and array
geometry. Under one-ring modelling of rich scattering propagation, the envelop of
the spatial correlation between two channels connecting a Tx/Rx element and two
Rx/Tx elements is a zero-order Bessel function of the receiver element spacing [14]
(see Eqn. 1.9). With the increase of element spacing, the spatial correlation con-
verges to zero rapidly. However, in commercial mobile communication systems,
the inter-element spacing in a User Equipment (UE) will be limited by its actual
size. Moreover, many eld experimental measurements have found that the plane
39
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wave propagation in MIMO communications is more likely to be characterized by
a number of dominant clusters [15], instead of one-ring model. Researches (e.g.
in [20]) have unveiled that capacity results taking into account spatial correlated
fades will signicantly deviate from results based on i.i.d. assumption. Therefore,
analyzing and modeling of correlated MIMO channels become a vital task before
realizing the promising bandwidth utility e¢ ciency of MIMO systems.
2.1.1 Kronecker-based Model
One of the most popular models existing for spatial correlated MIMO systems is
the so-called Kronecker-based model [2] [21] [22]. With reference to Figure 2.1,
the essential assumptions made by this model are
 The spatial correlation1 between the fading from two Tx antennas to one
Rx antenna, known as Tx correlation, does not depend on the choice of the
Rx antenna. That is
 (h11; h12) =  (h21; h22) , t (2.1)
 The spatial correlation between the fading from one Tx antenna to two Rx
antennas, known as Rx correlation, does not depend on the choice of Tx
antenna. That is
 (h11; h21) =  (h12; h22) , r (2.2)
 The spatial correlation of the fading channels between two pair of Tx and
Rx antennas is the product of the corresponding transmitter and receiver
correlation. That is
 (h12; h21) = tr (2.3)
1For two random variables a and b, their correlation coe¢ cient  (a; b) , Efab
gq
Efjaj2gEfjbj2g
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Figure 2.1: A schematic example of (2,2)-MIMO.
Based on the above three assumptions, it can be proved (see Appendix of [21])
that the spatial correlation matrix
RH , E
n
vec (H) vec (H)H
o
2 CNNNN (2.4)
can be represented as a Kronecker product of the Tx and Rx spatial correlation
matrices R and R, i.e.
RH=R
T 
 R (2.5)
where R and R are dened by
R , 1
N
E HHH	 2 CNN (2.6)
R , 1
N
E HHH	 2 CNN (2.7)
Equivalently, the correlated MIMO channel corresponding to Kronecker correla-
tion model (2.5) can be expressed [2] as
H = R1=2HwR
1=2
(2.8)
where Hw refers to the spatially white(i.i.d.) MIMO channel.
For instance, with reference to Figure 2.1, if
R=
264 1 t
t 1
375 (2.9)
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R =
264 1 r
r 1
375 (2.10)
then following the Kronecker-based model, the spatial correlation matrix is
RH=
2666666664
1 r 

t 

tr
r 1 

t

r 

t
t tr 1 r
t

r t 

r 1
3777777775
(2.11)
Although the Kronecker-based correlated MIMO model provides a simple
mean to characterize the correlated fading in MIMO channel, its accuracy has
been questioned by a number of incompatible results reported recently (e.g. [17]
and [18]). For instance, Svantesson et al. [18], via statistical tests, indicated that
larger MIMO systems showed strong non-normality and could not be well mod-
elled by Kronecker product. Measurements of an (8; 8)-MIMO system carried out
by Bonek et al. [17] indicated that while the i.i.d. model largely overestimated
the MIMO capacity, the Kronecker-based model underestimated the capacity sys-
tematically.
A perceivable explanation to the discrepancy of Kronecker-based model is that
the assumption Eqn. (2.3) is derived from the rich scattering scenario, which is
exactly assumed by i.i.d. Rayleigh propagation. The fact that the practical
scattering scenario is not rich enough invalidates the independency of Tx/Rx
correlation.
2.1.2 Weichselbergers Model
It is evident that properly dealing with the coupling of the transmitter and re-
ceiver spatial correlation is a key factor when modelling the correlated MIMO.
To achieve this, Weichselberger et al. [23] have proposed a statistical model as
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follows
H = U (GHw)UT (2.12)
where U and U are respective the eigenvectors of the Rx and the Tx correlation
matrices, i.e. R = UDUH 2 CNN and R = U D UH 2 CNN . The so-called
coupling matrixG species how the mean amount of energy is coupled from the
Rxs eigenvectors to the Txs eigenvectors, reecting the spatial arrangement of
scattering objects. Some typical radio propagation environments and the corre-
sponding coupling matrices are shown in Figure 2.2.
Simulations in [23] have shown that a MIMO channel, synthesized using We-
ichselbergers model, approximates a practical measured channel better than us-
ing the Kronecker-based model. Nevertheless, space information of MIMO sys-
tems, such as the geometry of the antenna arrays, is neglected byWeicheslbergers
model.
2.1.3 Sayeeds Model
Sayeed [24] represented the MIMO channel with a virtual spatial channel matrix
HV 2 CNN :
H = FHV F
H
(2.13)
where F 2 CNN and F 2 CNN are channel independent Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) matrices. By DFT, the direction of departure (DOD) and the di-
rection of Arrival (DOA) were articially divided into N and N discrete beams,
respectively. The propagation between the Tx and the Rx is partitioned into
these N N virtual DOD-DOA bins, and the fading coe¢ cients associated with
the virtual bins are assumed to be independent.
With mathematical tractability, Sayeeds virtual representation is a good ap-
proach for modelling of correlated MIMO channel, although it su¤ers from some
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Figure 2.2: Some idealized radio propagation environments and their correspond-
ing coupling matrice G for Weichselberger model.
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principle limitations:
1. The independency of the fading coe¢ cients of the virtual bins assumed by
Sayeed is an asymptotic approximation, i.e. only stands when the number
of Tx/Rx array elements increases to innity. In the case of limited number
of the array elements, it is plausible to imply the uncorrelated virtual fading
coe¢ cients from the well-accepted uncorrelated scattering assumption.
2. When determining the virtual directions with the steering vector of Uni-
form Linear Array (ULA), the sidelobes introduced by the steering vector
is neglected by Sayeed.
3. As pointed out in [24], this model is restricted to uniform linear array and
is not valid for any arbitrary array geometry.
2.1.4 Müllers Models
Another modelling approach made by Müller [25] expresses the MIMO channel
as
H = AH
2666666664
1 0    0
0 2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0    0 K
3777777775
B 2 CNN (2.14)
where K denotes the number of scattering objects, k the attenuation of the
kth path. The matrix A 2 CKN describes the propagation from the Tx array
to the scattering objects, while B 2 CKN describes the propagation from the
scattering objects to the Rx array. The entries of A and B are assumed to be
the i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Müllers model
challenged the principle of the array processing theories that the propagation
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between a scattering object and the di¤erent elements of an array are correlated
in most circumstance. Furthermore, it requires each signal travelling from the
transmitter to the receiver bounced o¤ a scattering object exactly once.
Debbah and Müller, in [26], extends Eqn. (2.14) to
H =
1p
KK
AHP1=2XP1=2B 2 CNN (2.15)
where K and K refer respectively to the number of scattering objects at the re-
ceiver side and the transmitter side, matrix X 2 CKK describes the propagation
from transmitter-side scattering objects to the receiver-side scattering objects
with i.i.d. Gaussian random entries with zero-mean and unit variance. Matrix
A 2 CKN represents the DOA from receiver-side scattering objects to the receiver
and matrix B 2 CKN the DOD from the transmitter to the transmitter-side scat-
tering objects. Diagonal matrices P and P denote the power of the propagation
of the DOA and DOD, respectively.
To exploit antenna arrays in wireless communications, it is necessary to obtain
an accurate and tractable model of the channel via parametric physical modelling
approach, which is more explicit description of the actual propagation environ-
ment whose parameters represent physically meaningful quantities such as path
delays, directions, and complex path gains, etc.
Based on the concept of array manifold, a novel model is proposed in Section
2.2, connecting the N  N statistical MIMO channel to an arbitrary number of
multipaths. To represent the double direction nature of the propagation link, the
array manifold used in this work associates with both the Rx and the Tx arrays.
Without any presumptions about the coupling of the transmitter and receiver
correlation, an expression of the spatial correlation matrix of the MIMO channel
is then derived in Section 2.3. In the Section 2.4, the geometrical analysis about
MIMO capacity is conducted, and is evaluated using computer simulation study.
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Then, based on the new model, the spatial degree of freedom of correlated MIMO
channel is investigated in Section 2.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section
2.6.
2.2 System Modelling
Consider a single-user point-to-point, single polarization MIMO system with an
array of N antennas at the transmitter2, and an array of N antennas at the
receiver, referred to as (N;N)-MIMO. The transmitter and receiver arrays have
geometries that can be described by a N  3 matrix [rx; ry; rz] and N  3 matrix
[rx; ry; rz], respectively. For simplicity, all the antennas considered in this thesis
are assumed to be isotropic.
Suppose the communication bandwidth is much smaller than the channels
coherent bandwidth, and channel matrix H 2 CNN can be treated as frequency-
at. From results of a 1:5 GHz multipath propagation measurements conducted
by Saleh and Valenzuela [15], the maximum observed delay spread was 100  200
ns within rooms, which means that to hold the at-fading assumption, the com-
munication bandwidth need be much less than 5 MHz. This condition is achiev-
able in wideband communication, as by using orthogonal multi-carrier technique,
a wideband communication channel can be partitioned into a number of nar-
rowband subchannels. Throughout this chapter, the communication channel is
assumed to be quasi-static, which means during a burst, the channel impulse re-
sponse is approximately constant, i.e. H 2 CNN is time-invariant during a burst
transmission.
The discrete-time version of the received signal of the MIMO system, corre-
2Note that a symbol with a bar on the top denotes a transmitters parameter.
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sponding to Eqn. (1.2), is
x [n] = Hm [n] + n [n] (2.16)
where m [n] 2 CN denotes the baseband signal-vector and n [n]  CN (0N ; 2nIN)
is the discrete noise vector with complex normal distribution.
2.2.1 Propagation with DOD and DOA
The various popular radio propagation models, such as single-bounce model (one-
ring model described in Section 1.4, elliptical model, etc.) used by Molisch [27]
and Da Shan et al. [20], two-bounce model used by Molisch [27] and Thushara
et al.[28] have been reviewed in [19]. However, the main assumption of rich scat-
tering in all these propagation models neglects important properties contributing
to the spatial correlation of MIMO channels. For instance, measurement results
have demonstrated that in practical radio propagation a considerable amount of
power is carried via multiply reected components [29] [30], and the so-called
double-directional evaluation provides accurate separation of the channels multi-
path components.
Between the reference points of transmitter and receiver, a frequency-at
double-directional channel can be modelled as [29]
h (u; u) =
KX
k=1
k (u  uk)  (u  uk) (2.17)
where K is the number of resolvable paths, k is the complex amplitude of k
th
path, uk and uk denote the unit-norm vectors pointing towards the direction of
arrival (DOA) and the direction of departure (DOD) of the kth path, respectively:
uk =

cos k cosk; sin k cosk; sink
T
2 R3 (2.18)
uk =

cos k cosk; sin k cosk; sink
T
2 R3 (2.19)
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Figure 2.3: "Local area" and array manifold.
where (k; k) and
 
k; k

are respectively the (azimuth, elevation) angles of
DOA and DOD of the kth multipath.
An array of antennas recalling its geometrical characteristics turns out to be
a promising candidate to deal with the directional property of a practical MIMO
channel.
In Figure 2.3, with "local area" assumption3, the Rx array manifold vector
3For denition of local area, see page 21 Chapter 1.
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Sk of the k
th path can be formulated as
Sk , exp
  j [rx; ry; rz] kk 2 CN (2.20)
where
kk =
2Fc
c
uk =
2Fc
c
[cos k cos'k; sin k cos'k; sin'k]
T (2.21)
is the wavenumber vector pointing towards the DOA of the kth path. Without
loss of generality, all signals are assumed to propagate on x-y plane, i.e. 8k,
'k = 'k = 0, then
Sk = exp
  j  rx cos k + ry sin k (2.22)
Note that, by using array manifold vector, the real spatial parameter u (k; k)
is mapped to an N -dimensional complex vector S (k; k), denoted as
u (k; k) 2 R3 7 ! S (k; k) 2 CN (2.23)
This enables the new model avoiding the multi-mapping defect incurred in the
Sayeeds Model. In the rest of this thesis, the mapping of Eqn. (2.23) will be
considered as one-to-onemapping, ignoring the ambiguity problem [31].
The Tx array manifold vector, denoted as Sk, for the k
th path can be dened
in a similar fashion to Eqn. (2.20) but with the parameters associated with the
Tx. That is
Sk = exp
  j  rx cos k + ry sin k (2.24)
Using Tx and Rx array manifold vectors dened above, the received signal-
vector x [n] in Eqn. (2.16) can be decomposed to a sum of signals of multipaths
that emitted from the transmitter via di¤erent DOD and impinging at the receiver
via di¤erent direction (DOA), i.e.
x [n] =
KX
k=1
kSkS
H
k| {z }
=H
m [n] + n [n] (2.25)
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However, Eqn. (2.25) is based on the point-like source assumption. Di¤used
propagation of the wireless signals [32] requires extension of the above model.
2.2.2 Cluster Model
In [33] - [36], indoor and outdoor multipath propagation models have been pre-
sented based on measurements, showing that the received signal rays arrive at
Rx antennas in a number of clusters. Each cluster is composed of a large number
of rays, di¤used over a range of directions, referred to as cluster angular spread.
Although during a long observation period, the mean angle of each cluster has
been found to be uniformly distributed over all directions, as its variation is much
slower than the change of path coe¢ cient [36], the mean angles can be regarded
as constants over a given observation interval. The power azimuth spectrum of
each cluster is found to closely match a Laplacian distribution with respect to
the cluster mean. Thus, it is clear that two clusters can be e¤ectively separated
by proper array processing techniques in a similar fashion to point sources.
In order to implement this double-directional (i.e. DOD &DOA) cluster prop-
agation to MIMO system modelling, the following two denitions are necessary:
Denition 2.1 Rx Scattering Point
Rx Scattering Point is dened as a di¤used source of the signals impinging on the
Rx array.
Denition 2.2 Tx Scattering Point
Transmit Scattering Point is dened as a di¤used sink of the signals emitted from
the Tx array.
There are several assumptions about the scattering point to be made in this
chapter:
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 Quasi-static assumption: the cluster mean angles and the Rx/Tx scattering
points are assumed to be quasi-stationary during the time of interest.
 Far eld assumption: in comparison with the size of Tx/Rx arrays, the
locations of the Rx/Tx scattering points are su¢ ciently far from the Rx/Tx
(e.g. in the Fraunhofer region of the antenna). This enables the plane wave
propagation [1] and make it possible to use the denition of array manifold
introduced from Eqn. (2.37) to (2.23).
 One-to-one mapping scenario where one DOA corresponds to one and only
one DOD. As measured in [35], a Rx scattering point may correspond to
several Tx scattering point, and vice verse. In practice, the number of
Rx/Tx scattering points mapping (i.e., multipath) is determined by the
scattering environment and the receivers spatial resolution4.
Figure 2.4 illustrates a multi-cluster arrayed-MIMO channel based on both
DOD and DOA clustering concepts. As shown in this gure, there are K resolv-
able clusters. For the kth (k = 1;   K) cluster, there are Lk unresolved rays,
each with fading coe¢ cient kl , DOA kl and DOD kl, where
kl = k +kl, kl 2

 k
2
;
k
2

(2.26)
kl = k +kl, kl 2

 k
2
;
k
2

(2.27)
where k and k are respective Tx/Rx angular spread of the kth di¤used cluster,
k and k are respectively DOD and DOA mean of the kth di¤used cluster, and
kl and kl the angular perturbation of the lth path about the DOD and DOA
mean of the kth cluster. Note that in this chapter, with narrow-band assumption,
the di¤erence of the delay of multipaths within the same cluster is neglected.
4According to [35], in indoor MIMO propagation, the number of the multipaths is found
to be 24 or 25, among which 7 of them (so-called dominant paths) occupy the majority of the
power.
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The system diagram corresponding to Figure 2.4 is depicted in Figure 2.5,
and the received signal-vector at the output of receive array (2.25) is as follows:
x (t) =
KX
k=1
LkX
l=1
klS (k +kl) S
H  
k +kl

m (t   k) + n (t) (2.28)
Assumed that Tx/Rx angular spread k and k are small (e.g. 5  10), by
implementing the rst-order Taylor approximation, Eqn. (2.28) can be approxi-
mated as
x (t) 
KX
k=1
LkX
l=1
kl
"
S (k) + kl
@S
@

=k
#"
S
 
k

+kl
@S
@

=k
#H
m (t   k)
+n (t) (2.29)
where @S
@
is the rst derivative of Rx array manifold vector S with respect to
DOA  , and @S
@
is the rst derivative of Tx array manifold vector S with respect
to DOD . As jklj  k90   1 and
kl  k90   1, the higher-order
cross-over terms are very small,
x (t) 
KX
k=1
k
"
S (k) + 'k
@S
@

=k
#"
S
 
k

+ '
k
@S
@

=k
#H
m (t   k)
+n (t) (2.30)
if
k ,
LkX
l=1
kl (2.31)
'k ,
LkP
l=1
klkl
k
(2.32)
'k ,
LkP
l=1
klkl
k
(2.33)
Here k, 'k and 'k are all random variables. As in [37] and [38], since k is the
aggregate fading coe¢ cient of the large number of the paths within one cluster,
it can be well modelled by the complex normal distribution, i.e.,
k  CN
 
0; 2k

(2.34)
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and k of di¤erent clusters can be assumed uncorrelated, i.e.
E fkug = 0, for any k 6= u (2.35)
For normalization reason, it is assumed
KP
k=1
2k = 1.
For small angular spreadk andkl (see [38]) uniformly distributed between
 k
2
and k
2
, 'k is very small and equal to
kp
12
. However, in practice (see [34]),
kl follows a Laplacian distribution which means that 'k is even smaller than
kp
12
, i.e. 'k  kp12 . Thus, 'k and 'k in Eqn. (2.32) and Eqn. (2.33) are very
small and can be neglected. Therefore, Eqn. (2.30) can be rewritten as
x (t) =
KX
k=1
kS (k) S
H  
k

m (t   k) + n (t) (2.36)
which is similar the point-source version Eqn. (2.25) except that in Eqn. (2.25),
k is deterministic whereas in Eqn. (2.36), k is random variable with
  CN
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
2666666664
0
0
...
0
3777777775
| {z }
, 0K
,
2666666664
21 0    0
0 22
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0    0 2K
3777777775
| {z }
, diag(2)
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(2.37)
where
 , [1, 2,    , K ]T (2.38)
Based on the above, Figure 2.5 is simplied to Figure 2.6, where k is given
by Eqn. (2.34). Thus the received baseband signal-vector x (t) is as follows
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Figure 2.5: Modelling of di¤used MIMO channel.
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x (t) =

S1; S2;    ; SK

2666666664
1 0    0
0 2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0    0 K
3777777775
2666666664
S
H
1
S
H
2
...
S
H
K
3777777775
m (t) + n (t)
= S diag()SH| {z }
H
m (t) + n (t) (2.39)
i.e.
H = S diag
 


SH 2 CNN (2.40)
where matrices S and S have columns the transmitter and receiver array manifold
vectors corresponding to K DOD/DOA means. That is
S =

S1; S2;    ; SK

2 CNK (2.41)
S =

S1; S2;    ; SK

2 CNK (2.42)
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2.3 Spatial Correlation Studies
Substituting the arrayed MIMO channel model of Eqn. (2.40) into the denition
of correlation matrix Eqn. (2.4) and using Eqn. (2.35), it can be derived that
RH = E
n
vec (H) vec (H)H
o
(2.43)
= E
8<:vec
 
KX
k=1
k SkS
H
k
!
vec
 
KX
u=1
u SuS
H
u
!H9=; (2.44)
= E
(
KX
k=1
KX
u=1
k

u vec

SkS
H
k

vec

SuS
H
u
H)
(2.45)
=
KX
k=1
KX
u=1
E fkug vec

SkS
H
k

vec

SuS
H
u
H
(2.46)
=
KX
k=1
2k vec

SkS
H
k

vec

SkS
H
k
H
(2.47)
Applying the properties of Kronecker product5 [65]
vec(abT ) = b
 a (2.48)
(B
 A)H = BH 
 AH (2.49)
(B
 A)T = BT 
 AT (2.50)
(b
 a) (d
 c)H =  b dH
  a cH (2.51)
Eqn. (2.47) can be further rewritten as
RH =
KX
k=1
2k

S

k 
 Sk
 
S

k 
 Sk
H
(2.52)
=
KX
k=1
2k

S

kS
T
k


  SkSHk  (2.53)
Note that,
S

kS
T
k =

SkS
H
k

=

SkS
H
k
T
(2.54)
5The proof of some properties of Kronecker product can be found in Appendix 2.A.
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thus the spatial correlation matrix of the proposed model is
RH =
KP
k=1
2k R
T
k
Rk (2.55)
in which Rk and Rk are dened as the Tx/Rx correlation matrix regarding to kth
cluster, i.e.
Rk , SkS
H
k 2 CNN (2.56)
and
Rk , SkSHk 2 CNN (2.57)
So, the full correlation matrix of the arrayed MIMO channel can be expressed
as a weighted sum of the Kronecker products of the Tx/Rx correlation matrices
with respect to all clusters.
Furthermore, substituting (2.40) into the denition of Rx correlation matrix
Eqn. (2.7), it can be derived that
R =
1
N
EfHHHg (2.58)
=
1
N
E
8<:
 
KX
k=1
k SkS
H
k
! 
KX
u=1
u SuS
H
u
!H9=; (2.59)
=
1
N
E
(
KX
k=1
KX
u=1
k

u SkS
H
k SuS
H
u
)
(2.60)
=
1
N
KX
k=1
KX
u=1
E fkug Sk S
H
k SuS
H
u (2.61)
=
1
N
KX
k=1
2k Sk S
H
k Sk S
H
k (2.62)
However, using Eqn. (2.24),
S
H
k Sk = N , 8k (2.63)
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so
R =
KX
k=1
2kSkS
H
k| {z }
, Rk
(2.64)
=
KX
k=1
2k Rk (2.65)
Note that similar expression of the Rx correlation matrix to Eqn. (2.64) can
found in [19] where all k are assumed identical.
Following the same procedure, the Tx correlation matrix can be written with
a similar fashion.
R =
KX
k=1
2kSkS
H
k| {z }
, Rk
(2.66)
=
KX
k=1
2k Rk (2.67)
The next two subsections compare the spatial correlation expression derived
above with two existing spatial correlation models.
2.3.1 Comparison with Kronecker-based model
As matrix norms can be used to represent the distancebetween two matrices,
to quantify the discrepancy between the spatial correlation obtained using the
proposed model, Eqn. (2.55), and the Kronecker-based model, Eqn. (2.5), the
model discrepancy factor  based on Frobenius-norm will be employed in a similar
fashion as in [39]:
 , jjRH   R
T 
 RjjF
jjRH jjF (2.68)
Consider a simple example of (N;N) MIMO system with N = N exploiting
Uniform Linear Array (ULA) for both transmitter and receiver array6, and the
6This kind of MIMO system will be used frequently in the rest of the thesis, for convenience,
it will be called Symmetrical ULA MIMO.
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transmitter uniformly allocates the transmitting power among N Tx antennas.
For simplicity, suppose all the clusters have the same path attenuation (2k in
Eqn. (2.34)), and the DOD and DOA of K clusters are evenly distributed in
[30; 75] and [72; 108], respectively. Using Monte Carlo method, with 10000
channel realizations, numerical comparison of the model discrepancy factor 
between proposed and Kronecker-based model has been depicted in Figure 2.7 as
a function of the number of array size N . Simulation is conducted with di¤erent
number of clusters K.
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Figure 2.7: Model descrepancy factor  as a function of the array size N for three
di¤erent multipath cases.
The simulation results unveil that the estimating error introduced by the
Kronecker-based model deteriorates with the increase of the array size (the num-
ber of antennas of the array), which is consistent with the conclusion of [39] and
[18].
Figure 2.7 emphasizes the e¤ect of scattering environment on the error in-
troduced by Kronecker model. In richer scattering environment, the error gets
worse. In [40], similar results have been observed using real measurements.
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In a SIMO/MISO channel, the proposed model and the Kronecker-based
model becomes equivalent, i.e.
SIMO: RKron = RH = R (2.69)
Similarly, for MISO channel
MISO: RKron = RH = R (2.70)
2.3.2 Comparison with Weichselbergers model
Consider the singular value decomposition (SVD) of Tx/Rx array manifold ma-
trices S 2 CNK and S 2 CNK i.e.
S = U D VH (2.71)
S = UDVH (2.72)
where U = [u1,    , uN ] 2 CNN , U 2 CNN and V, V 2 CKK are unitary
matrices and D and D are matrices with non-zeros only on the diagonal. Thus
by Eqn. (2.64) and Eqn. (2.66), U and U are respectively unitary matrices of R
and R.
Lemma 2.1 Let Hw be an NN random matrix whose entries are i.i.d. CN (0; 1),
then probability distribution functions pdf (UHw) = pdf (HwV) = pdf (Hw) for
any unitary matrices U and V.
Proof. The proof of this Lemma can be found in [41].
Substitute Eqn. (2.71) and (2.72) into arrayed MIMO channel model Eqn.
(2.40),
H = UDVH diag() V DHUH (2.73)
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From Lemma 2.1, if substituting diag() with bHw 2 CKK ,
H = UDbHwDHUH (2.74)
= U

 
T

 bHwUH (2.75)
where  = (1;    ; K)T are the diagonal elements of D (if K < N , K+1,   ,
N = 0) and  =
 
1;    ; K
T
are the diagonal elements of D (if K < N ,
K+1,   , N = 0). Eqn. (2.75) is a channel format proposed by Weichselberger
model (2.12). By substituting diag() with bHw, it has been assumed that between
every DOD and DOA, there exists a cluster. That is to say that totallyK2 clusters
can be found in the channel.
From the above, it can be concluded that the Weichselbergers model is a
special case of the proposed arrayed model. Furthermore, from Eqn. (2.75), the
coupling matrix is determined by not only the scattering environment (propaga-
tion coe¢ cients, DOD, DOA), but also the transmitter and receiver array cong-
uration, the information that can only be represented by the proposed model.
2.4 Capacity and Array Geometry
In this section, the capacity of MIMO systems is investigated using the proposed
array model, i.e. as a function of the array manifold vectors associated with both
transmitter and receiver. A number of physical factors that inuence the capacity
of the system are examined and discussed.
Modelled by Eqn. (2.16), the capacity of the MIMO channel, normalized with
respect to bandwidth (i.e. C
B
in bits/s/Hz), is [12]
CH = log2 det

IN +
P
2nN
HRmmHH

bits/s/Hz (2.76)
where P denotes the total transmitted power and 2n the power of noise. Ma-
trix Rmm is the correlation matrix of the transmitted signal-vector m(n), with
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independent signal assumption, which can be idealized as Rmm = IN .
Using proposed arrayed-MIMO model (2.40), Eqn. (2.76) can be connected
to array geometry. That is
CH = log2 det

IN +
P
2nN
S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

bits/s/Hz (2.77)
As the elements of H are random variables, CH is also random and thus the
ergodic capacity Cergodic can be dened as follows:
Cergodic = EH fCHg bits/s/Hz (2.78)
where EH fg means the expectation taken on all H realizations. Alternatively,
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the capacity CH can be used to
describe the maximum date rate the system can support with a certain outage
probability.
To investigate the e¤ect of the number of clusters (resolvable paths) on the
arrayed-MIMO capacity in a frequency at channel, consider a (8; 8)-MIMO sys-
tem employing ULA with 0:5c spacing at both the Tx and the Rx. For the
sake of simplicity, assume identical path loss for all paths, with DODs and DOAs
uniformly distributed on [0; 360). In particular, in the simulations, the number
of the paths K takes values 1, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 80, and each case uses 10000
channel realizations with P=2n = 15 dB. The resulting CDF of the capacity CH
(by Eqn. 2.77) is depicted in Figure 2.8. If K increases, then the outage capacity
curve is shifted to the right - up to K = 64. When K is bigger than 64, increase
of K hardly increases the capacity. When K = 1, the MIMO system degenerates
to a SISO system because of the full correlation between the pair-wise channels.
If the inter-antenna spacing increases from 0:5c to 5c then, as shown in
Figure 2.9, the curves for K = 8, 16 and 32 are shifted towards the upper
bound. This is intuitively understandable since the increased spacing diminishes
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Figure 2.8: The complementary CDFcapacity of a (8; 8)-MIMO system employing
ULA with 0:5c spacing at both the Tx and the Rx. The number of resolvable
multipaths K = 1, 8, 16; 32, 64 and 80, k and k randomly distributed on [0; 2],
and P=2n = 15 dB.
the e¤ect of spatial correlation. However, increasing array aperture, on the other
hand, introduces more ambiguity, which will decrease the number of resolvable
paths.
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Figure 2.9: The same as Figure 2.8 except that the inter-element spacing of Tx
and Rx array is increased to 5c.
Furthermore, consider a (8; 8)-MIMO system employing Uniform Linear Ar-
rays (ULA) with 0:5c inter-element spacing at both transmitter and receiver.
Arbitrarily assume there are 7 resolvable paths with identical path gain (i.e. k
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Path k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7
k 25
 80 100 55 10 25 30
k 41
 62 88 119 24 160 67
Table 2.1: DOA and DOD parameters for capacity studying example.
in Eqn. 2.37). The DOD and DOA of the multipaths are set in Table 2.1.
Simulation is carried out with 10000 channel realizations using respectively
ULA and Uniform Circular Array (UCA) at both Tx and Rx (see Figure 2.11).
Figure 2.10 compares the ergodic capacity of the MIMO channel using the i.i.d.
model, the Kronecker model and the proposed arrayed model. The MIMO system
It can be observed that, as expected, the capacity obtained by proposed model is
smaller than capacity of i.i.d. model which neglects spatial correlation. Further-
more, the capacity obtained by the proposed model is larger than that obtained
by Kronecker model. This ts the fact discovered by measurements conducted in
[17], where the i.i.d. model ignores the spatial correlation while the Kronecker
model overestimates the spatial correlation.
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Figure 2.10: Ergodic Capacities of a (8,8)-MIMO system employing 0:5c inter-
antenna spacing ULA and UCA (shown in Figure 2.11) at both Tx and Rx,
simulated using i.i.d. model, Kronecker-based model and proposed model.
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Another signicance brought by arrayed correlated MIMO model is that it en-
ables the study of the relationship between the MIMO capacity and the geometry
of the multiple antenna array.
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Figure 2.11: Array geometries investigated in the simulation: (a) Uniform Linear
Array; (b) Cross Array; (c) Uniform Circle Array, all with xed spacing.
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Figure 2.12: CDFcapacity of (8; 8)-MIMO system employing di¤erent array geome-
tries with xed inter-antenna spacing 0:5c and P=2n = 10 dB, 20 dB and 30
dB.
In order to explore the e¤ect of array geometry to the capacity, three MIMO
systems are considered, at both Tx and Rx, employing ULA, Cross Array and
Uniform Circular Array (UCA) of 8 antennas (as shown in Figure 2.11). Assume
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eight resolvable paths with DOA and DOD uniformly distributed at [18; 78] and
[75; 135] respectively. Figure 2.12 depicts the estimated capacity CDF of the 3
systems while xing the element-spacing at half wavelength. It shows that the
ULA tends to provide the largest capacity while the Cross Array the smallest,
and the capacity gap introduced by geometry enlarges with P=2n. This result
can be explained by the fact that with the identical inter-element spacing and
the same number of antennas, the aperture of the ULA is the largest among the
three geometries.
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Figure 2.13: Array geometries investigated in the simulations: (a) Uniform Linear
Array; (b) Cross Array; (c) Uniform Circle Array, all with xed aperture.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.13, by xing the aperture at 3:5 wavelength,
the CDF of Capacity for di¤erent geometries are simulated and plotted in Figure
2.14. It suggests that for the xed aperture, the Cross array outperforms other
two. It is understandable that within the circle of a x radius, Cross array
distributes its elements apart as far as possible, and thus to the maximum extent
weakens the spatial correlation. As expected, the ULA contributes the worst
capacity because of its poor antenna arrangement. Again the capacity di¤erence
introduced by array geometry got greater in higher P=2n scenario.
Employing ULAs with 0:5c spacing at both Tx and Rx, the ergodic capacity
of a (2; 2)-MIMO system with 2 resolvable paths is simulated in Figure 2.15. The
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Figure 2.14: CDFcapacity of (8; 8)-MIMO employing di¤erent array geometries
with xed aperture 3:5c and P=2n = 10 dB, 20 dB, and 30 dB.
direction of one path has been xed at (DOA;DOD) = (45; 132), while the
DOA and DOD of another change among [0,180], with which the capacity varies
accordingly. As expected, the two nullingdirections are located near the DOA
and DOD of xed path, i.e. (45; 132), which indicates the area the two paths
are not longer resolvable.
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Figure 2.15: (a) Capacity of a (2,2)-MIMO system employing half wave spacing
ULA at both Tx and Rx. There are two resolvable multipaths, one xed at
(DOD;DOA) = (45; 132), another varies. (b) Contour gure of (a).
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2.5 Number of Multipaths and Spatial Degree
of Freedom
As shown in Appendix 2.B, in the high SNR regime, every G fold increase of
SNR will result an increase of log2G bits/s/Hz for the capacity of SISO channel.
However, for MIMO channel, every G fold increase of SNR will result in an
increase of N log2G bits/s/Hz in the capacity, where N
 is known as spatial
degree of freedom of the MIMO channel [12]. This is the signicance of MIMO
systems capacity multiplexing ability.
For i.i.d. MIMO channel, consider SVD of the channel matrix H = UDVH ,
where U and V are unitary matrices, D is a diagonal matrix whose elements are
the singular values of H. The rank of D is the ideal spatial degree of freedom of the
MIMO. It is well-known that N = min(N;N). For instance, as shown in Figure
2.16, when the total transmitted power is increased by 3 dB, the CDFcapacity curve
of SISO right-shifts 1 bit/s/Hz accordingly, whereas for the (8; 8)-MIMO channel,
the curve right-shifts about 8 bits/s/Hz.
In [20], Shiu et al. pointed out that the spatial degree of freedom N might
decrease because of the spatial correlation. In [42] and [43], Poon et al. derived
the limit to the spatial degree of freedom given the constraints of array aperture
and array geometry but with innite number of antennas in the array.
Based on the proposed arrayed MIMO model, the spatial degree of freedom is
shown not only to be bounded by the number of antennas in Tx/Rx array, but
also by the number of multipaths in the propagation environment.
Theorem 2.1 Bound of Spatial Degree of Freedom
For a (N;N)-MIMO system operating in a scattering environment with K spa-
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Figure 2.16: Cumulative distribution functions of capacity for a SISO and a (8,8)
i.i.d. MIMO channels with P=2n = 25, 28, 31 and 34 dB.
tially resolvable paths, its spatial degree of freedom N is bounded as follows
N  min  K;N;N (2.79)
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 2.B.
The immediate corollary of this theorem is that in particular scattering en-
vironment, the spatial degree of freedom of MIMO system cannot be increased
innitely by using more antennas at the transmitter and the receiver, since spatial
degree of freedom is also up-bounded by the number of resolvable paths. To in-
vestigate the e¤ect of the number of multipaths on the spatial degree of freedom,
numerical simulations are conducted as follows.
Firstly, a symmetrical MIMO system with ULA at both transmitter and re-
ceiver is investigated based on 10000 channel realizations. As shown in Figure
2.17, given a certain number of resolvable paths, spatial degree of freedom does
not change linearly with the increased with the number of antennas. When the
array aperture is large, spatial degree of freedom is upper-bounded by the number
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Figure 2.17: Relation of Spatial Degree of Freedom and the number of antennas
in Tx/Rx arrays, with the array aperture xed at 2:5c, 5c and 10c, with
P=2n = 20 dB.
of resolvable paths. When the aperture is small, the upper bound of the spatial
degree of freedom is found even less than the number of resolvable paths. This
is intuitive because spatial correlation will increase if more antenna elements are
used for a given aperture.
Furthermore, to investigate how spatial degree of freedom changes with the
scattering environment, simulations are conducted to compare the spatial degree
of freedom of ULA MIMO under di¤erent number of paths, in the scenario of
(4; 4)-MIMO, (3; 3)-MIMO, (2; 2)-MIMO and SISO systems with inter-element
spacing xed at 0:5c. As shown in Figure 2.18, to achieve the upper-bound of
the degree of freedom as specied in Theorem 2.1, the required number of paths
of a (N;N)-MIMO with N = N needs to be much more than N , even greater
than N2. The reason of this phenomena can be attributed to the dramatic e¤ect
of the spatial correlation between pair-wise channels.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, from the viewpoint of array processing, a novel spatial discrete
channel model for spatial correlated MIMO system is proposed using the concept
of array manifold of both Tx and Rx arrays. By implementing the rst-order
Taylor approximation, the di¤used MIMO channel is approximated by modied
point-source channel and the MIMO channel matrix is expressed explicitly by
its multipath characteristics, such as DODs, DOAs and complex path gains, and
the geometry of both Tx and Rx arrays. The spatial correlation matrix is then
derived, which provides more realistic results than the widely-used Kronecker
model and recently-proposed Weichselbergers model. With the proposed arrayed
model, the e¤ect of Tx/Rx array geometry on the spatial correlation and then
capacity of correlated MIMO has been investigated, which suggests that for the
xed aperture, for example, the cross array outperforms uniform linear array and
uniform circle array. The capacity of correlated MIMO increases with the array
aperture as well as the number of resolvable paths, until the theoretic capacity of
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i.i.d. MIMO is achieved. In the arrayed MIMO system, the array aperture and
the number of resolvable paths is found of great importance on bounding of the
spatial degree of freedom of MIMO system. When the array aperture is large,
spatial degree of freedom is upper-bounded by the number of resolvable paths.
When the aperture is small, the upper bound of the spatial degree of freedom is
found even less than the number of resolvable paths.
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Appendix 2.A Kronecker Product
Denition
The Kronecker product of matrices A 2 Cpq and B 2 Cuk is dened as
A
 B =
2666664
a1;1B a1;2B   
a2;1B a2;2B   
        
3777775 2 Cupkq (2.80)
Proof of Eqn. (2.48)
Proof. If a = [a1, a2,    , am]T and b = [b1, b2,    , bn]T , then
vec(abT ) = vec
0BBBBBBBB@
2666666664
a1b1 a1b2    a1bn
a2b1 a2b2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . .
...
amb1       ambn
3777777775
1CCCCCCCCA
(2.81)
= [a1b1, a2b1,    , amb1, a1b2    , ambn]T (2.82)
= b
 a (2.83)
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Proof of Eqn. (2.48)
Proof. If a = [a1, a2,    , am]T , b = [b1, b2,    , bn]T , c = [c1, c2,    , cm]T and
d = [d1, d2,    , dn]T ,
(b
 a) (d
 c)T (2.84)
= [a1b1,    , amb1, a1b2    , ambn]T [c1d1,    , cmd1, c1d2    , cmdn](2.85)
=
2666666664
a1b1c1d1 a1b1c2d1    a1b1cmdn
a2b1c1d1 a2b1c2d1
. . .
...
...
. . . . . .
...
ambnc1d1       ambncmdn
3777777775
2 Cmnmn (2.86)
=
2666666664
b1d1 b1d2    b1dn
b2d1 b2d2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . .
...
bnd1       bndn
3777777775


2666666664
a1c1 a1c2    a1cm
a2c1 a2c2
. . .
...
...
. . . . . .
...
amc1       amcm
3777777775
(2.87)
=
 
b dT

  a cT 
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Appendix 2.B Degree of Freedom
In this Appendix, Degree of Freedom (DOF), dened in Section 2.5, will be used.
For SISO Channel
CSISO (SNR = ) = log2 (1 + ) bits/s/Hz (2.88)
If   1, then
CSISO (SNR = )  log2 () bits/s/Hz (2.89)
and
CSISO (SNR = 2) = log2 (2) (2.90)
= CSISO (SNR = ) + 1|{z}
DOF
bits/s/Hz (2.91)
i.e.
DOFSISO=1 (2.92)
For Conventional MIMO
Recall the general channel model
x (t) = Hm (t) + n (t) (2.93)
so,
Rxx = HRmmHH + Rnn (2.94)
By denition of capacity [44],
CMIMO = log2

det (Rxx)
det (Rnn)

(2.95)
= log2 det
 
IN +HRmmHH

(2.96)
= log2 det
0@IN + 
N
HHH| {z }
=UDUH
1A bits/s/Hz (2.97)
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where UDUH is the eigendecomposition of positive-denite matrix HHH and
D =
2666664
1 0   
0 2
. . .
...
. . . . . .
3777775. By property of determinants:
det (I+ AB) = det (I+ BA) (2.98)
The capacity of a MIMO channel can be rewritten as
CMIMO = log2 det

IN +

N
D

(2.99)
= log2
NY
i=1

1 +

N
i

bits/s/Hz (2.100)
When 
N
i  1 (which is only valid assumption for non-zero i),
CMIMO =
nX
i=1
log2


N
i

bits/s/Hz (2.101)
where n = min(N;N) is the number of non-zero eigenvalue of HHH .
For i.i.d. MIMO model
Following [45] and [2], If N < N , for xed N , by the law of large numbers [46],
the kth diagonal element of 1
N
HwHHw is
lim
N!1
1
N
NX
j=1
jhkjj2 = 1, (variance of hij) (2.102)
and the (k; u) non-diagonal elements of 1
N
HwHHw is
lim
N!1
1
N
NX
j=1
hkjh

ju = 0, (independency of hij) (2.103)
that is
lim
N!1
1
N
HwHHw = IN (2.104)
Similarly, If N > N , for xed N ,
lim
N!1
1
N
HHwHw = IN (2.105)
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Substitute (2.104) and (2.105) into (2.100)
CMIMO !
8><>: N log2 (1 + ) if N  NN log2  1 + NN  else (2.106)
So if  is large,
Ci.i.d. (SNR = 2) = n|{z}
DOF
+ Ci.i.d. (SNR = ) (2.107)
For Rx Beamforming System
CRx (SNR = ) = log2 (1 +N) bits/s/Hz (2.108)
If  is large,
CRx (SNR = 2) = log2 (N2) (2.109)
= CRx (SNR = ) + 1|{z}
DOF
bits/s/Hz (2.110)
For Tx-Rx beamforming system
CTx/Rx (SNR = ) = log2
 
1 +NN

bits/s/Hz (2.111)
If   1,
CTx/Rx (SNR = 2) = log2
 
NN2

(2.112)
= CTx/Rx Beamforming (SNR = ) + 1|{z}
DOF
bits/s/Hz
(2.113)
For Proposed Arrayed MIMO
Proof of Theorem 2.1
Proof. The received signal-vector:
x (t) = S diag
 


SHm (t) + n (t) (2.114)
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Thus
Rxx = S diag
 


SHRmmS diag
 


SH + Rnn (2.115)
and
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.116)
= log2

det (Rxx)
det (Rnn)

(2.117)
= log2 det

IN +

N
S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.118)
If min
 
K;N;N

= N
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.119)
= log2 det
0B@IN + 
N
S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH| {z }
NN non-singular
1CA (2.120)
if  is large,
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.121)
 log2

det


N
S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.122)
and by property det

a B
nn

= an det (B),
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.123)
= log2
"

N
N
det

S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH
#
(2.124)
= N log2


N

+ log2 det

S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.125)
Then.
Cprop (SNR = 2)
= N log2

2
N

+ log2 det

S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.126)
= N|{z}
DOF
+ Cprop (SNR = ) (2.127)
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If min
 
K;N;N

= N and  is large,
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.128)
= log2 det
0B@IN + 
N
S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH| {z }
NN non-singular
1CA (2.129)
= log2

det


N
S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.130)
As S 2 CNK , S 2 CNK and diag   2 CKK , and N < K and N < N , the
rank of S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH is N ,
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.131)
= log2
"

N
N
det

S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH
#
(2.132)
= N log2


N

+ log2 det

S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.133)
then
Cprop (SNR = 2)
= N log2

2
N

+ log2 det

S diag
 


SHS diag
 


SH

(2.134)
= N|{z}
DOF
+ Cprop (SNR = ) (2.135)
If min
 
K;N;N

= K and  is large
Cprop (SNR = ) (2.136)
= log2 det

IN +

N
diag
 


SHS diag
 


SHS

(2.137)
= log2
"

N
K
det

diag
 


SHS diag
 


SHS
#
(2.138)
= K log2


N

+ log2 det

diag
 


SHS diag
 


SHS

(2.139)
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then
Cprop (SNR = 2) (2.140)
= K log2

2
N

+ log2 det

diag
 


SHS diag
 


SHS

(2.141)
= K|{z}
DOF
+ Cprop (SNR = ) (2.142)
Chapter 3
Space-time Design in Arrayed
MIMO-CDMA Uplink Systems
3.1 Introduction
CDMA technique will play a crucial role in the next generation mobile systems
and, thus, the integration of MIMO with the infrastructure of the CDMA multi-
user systems is a necessary condition for MIMO to be ultimately commercialized.
In order to accomplish this integration, the single-user narrow-band arrayed
model developed in Chapter 2 needs to be extended to a multiuser form for
frequency selective channels, in which
 time dispersion of multipath channel causes the received symbol overlapping
with adjacent symbols, introducing inter-symbol interference (ISI);
 the multiple users transmit asynchronously, overlapping in both time and
frequency resulting in multiple access interference (MAI);
 if all User Equipments (UE) transmit at similar power level, at the Base
Station (BS), the power of the signals received from the nearby UEs will
84
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be much stronger than those far away, introducing the so-called near-far
problem.
To cope with all these issues, in this and next chapter, the MIMO-CDMA
communication systems are investigated using spatial-temporal array processing
concepts. By exploiting the array geometry and spatial-temporal information of
the channel, e.g. direction and delay of multipath, an arrayed MIMO-CDMA
system operating in a multiple-access environment provides a powerful solution
using Tx beamforming based on subspace channel estimation and interference
cancellation techniques.
This chapter, which is concerned with the uplink of the MIMO-CDMA system
is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the uplink of an asynchronous DS-CDMA
channel, with multiple antennas deployed at both receiver and transmitter, is
modelled. By using the MIMO-STAR manifold matrix, a composite spatial-
temporal array (STAR) MIMO-CDMA channel matrix is expressed as a function
of the antenna-array manifold vectors of both transmitter and receiver. In Sec-
tion 3.3, the spatio-temporal (ST) types of single-user (SU) and multi-user (MU)
linear receivers are proposed based on the MIMO-STARmanifold matrix concept.
In Section 3.4, the subspace-based joint DOA/TOA estimation is developed and
a DOD estimation scheme based on Tx beam rotation is proposed. The chapter
is summarized in Section 3.5.
Please note that some material of this chapter has been published in [47].
3.2 Arrayed CDMA-MIMO System Modeling
Consider the uplink of an M -user asynchronous MIMO-CDMA wireless commu-
nication system operating in a multipath propagation environment. The BSs
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receiver has an array of N antennas whereas each UEs transmitter is equipped
with an array of N antennas.
At the transmitter of a CDMA-MIMO systems as depicted in Figure 3.1,
the ith users BPSK (or QPSK) symbols are rst demultiplexed into N multi-
ple streams bi [n] by a serial-to-parallel (S/P) convertor, then spread with the
spreading signal
cPN;i (t) =
Nc 1X
k=0
i [k] p (t  kTc) (3.1)
where Tc denotes the chip period, fi [k] = 1; k = 0; : : : ;Nc   1g is the ith users
unique PN sequence of period Nc = Tcs=Tc, where Tcs is the data symbol period,
p (t) is the chip waveform. After beamforming (weight vector wi 2 CN1), the ith
users baseband transmitted signal-vector (point E in Figure 3.1) is given by
mi (t) =
1X
n= 1
wi  bi [n] cPN;i (t  nTcs) (3.2)
nTcs  t  (n+ 1)Tcs
In this chapter, unless otherwise specied, the Tx beamforming weight vector
wi = 1N , which is the default beamformer (i.e. no weighs). Thus Eqn. (3.2) can
be simplied as follows
mi (t) =
1X
n= 1
bi [n] cPN;i (t  nTcs) (3.3)
nTcs  t  (n+ 1)Tcs
Let us assume plane-wave propagation with transmitted signals of the ith user
arriving at the receiver viaKi multipaths. Furthermore, consider that the jth path
of the ith users direction of departure (DOD) (azimuth, elevation) =
 
ij; 'ij

and direction of arrival (DOA)
 
ij; 'ij

. The array manifold vector of the receiver
Sij of the j
th path of the ith user can be formulated as
Sij = exp( j [rx; ry; rz] kij) (3.4)
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where [rx; ry; rz] = [r1; r2;    ; rN ]T 2 RN3 with rk denoting the Cartesian co-
ordinates of the kth antenna. The vector kij, dened as
kij =
2Fc
c
[cos ij cosij; sin ij cosij; sinij]
T (3.5)
is the wavenumber vector pointing towards the DOA of the jth path of the ith
user. The Tx array manifold vector Sij of the j
th path of the ith user can be
dened in a similar fashion to Eqn. (3.4) but with the parameters associated
with the transmitters. Without loss of generality, all the signals are assumed to
propagate on x-y plane, i.e., ij = ij = 0.
With reference to the channel model shown in Figure 3.2, the received complex
baseband signal-vector at the input of the Rx antenna array (point I) can be
expressed as
x (t) =
MX
i=1
KiX
j=1
ijSijS
H
ijmi (t   ij) + n (t) (3.6)
where ij and  ij represent the fading coe¢ cient and the delay of the j
th path of
the ith user, and n (t) denotes the complex white Gaussian noise vector with zero
mean and covariance matrix 2nIN .
As it is shown in Figure 3.3, the baseband received signal-vector x (t) is ini-
tially sampled with a period Ts = Tc. The lack of synchronization is modelled as
( ij mod Tcs), which can be written as follows:
 ij mod Tcs =
 
lij + ij

Tc (3.7)
where ij 2 [0; 1) is the fractional part and lij is the integer part,
lij =

 ij mod Tcs
Tc

(3.8)
with 0  lij < Nc. Note that the fractional delay provides the phase shift
exp
  j2FcijTc which can be absorbed by the complex fading coe¢ cient ij.
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Figure 3.2: Uplink arrayed MIMO frequency selective channel of the ith user.
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At point L in Figure 3.3, the contents of a bank of N tapped delay lines
(TDL), each of length 2Nc, are concatenated to obtain
x [n] =
2666666664
x1 [n]
x2 [n]
...
xN [n]
3777777775
2 C2NNc1 (3.9)
where xk [n] 2 C2Nc1 represents the contents of the TDL at kth receiver antenna
associated with the nth data-symbol period.
Note that because of the lack of symbol synchronization, xk [n] contains con-
tributions from not only the current (nth) data-symbol, but also the (n  1)th
(previous) and (n+ 1)th (next) data-symbol as shown in Figure 3.4.
xi[n]xi[n-1] xi[n +1]
xi[n]xi[n-1]
xi[n]xi[n-1]
...
...
1st  Path
2nd  Path
Kth  Path
Tapped Delay Lines of length 2NC
...
...
li1 li2 liK
xi[n +1]
xi[n +1]
Figure 3.4: Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) resulted from previous and next sym-
bols.
In [48] the STAR manifold vector was dened for a CDMA system where
only the receiver was equipped with an antenna array. Here, to model the above
e¤ects, the STAR manifold vector of the jth path of ith user is extended to a
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MIMO-STAR manifold matrix as follows

SijS
H
ij


  Jlijci 2 C2NNcN (3.10)
which involves the PN-code of the user as well as the manifold vectors of both Tx
and Rx. Note that to model the lack of synchronization, the 2Nc  2Nc matrix
J, known as time down-shift operator matrix, is used and dened1 as follows
J =
26666666666664
0 0    0 0
1 0    0 0
0 1
. . .
...
...
...
. . . 1 0 0
0    0 1 0
37777777777775
=
2640T2Nc 1 0
I2Nc 1 02Nc 1
375 (3.11)
Furthermore, ci is the i
th users PN code i padded with Nc zeros, i.e.
ci =
24i [0] ; i [1] ;    ; i [Nc   1]| {z }
ith users PN code
; 0TNc
35T 2 C2Nc1 (3.12)
Using the MIMO-STAR manifold matrix dened by Eqn. (3.10), the sampled
baseband signal-vector x [n] 2 C2NNc (see Eqn. 3.9) can be rewritten as
x [n] =
MX
i=1
KiX
j=1
ij
h
SijS
H
ij 

 
Jlijci
i
bi [n] + ISI [n] + n [n] (3.13)
or equivalently as
x [n] =
MX
i=1
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
Hi


i

 IN

| {z }
, Gi
bi [n] +
Hi,prev


i

 IN

| {z }
, Gi,prev
bi [n  1]+
Hi,next


i

 IN

| {z }
, Gi,next
bi [n+ 1]
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
+ n [n] (3.14)
1Note that JT is a time up-shift operator matrix.
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where n [n] 2 C2NNc denotes the sampled noise vector during the nth interval and
Hi =
264

Si1S
H
i1


  Jli1ci| {z }
MIMO-STAR
ith user 1st path
;    ;

SiKiS
H
iKi


  JliKi ci| {z }
MIMO-STAR
ith user Ksti path
375 2 C2NNcNKi
(3.15)
Note that the vector 
i
in Eqn. (3.14) is composed of the propagation coe¢ cients
of these Ki paths which model the e¤ect of path loss, random phase shift due to
reection and Doppler phase shift due to the possible motion of scatterers, i.e.

i
=

i1; i2;    ; iKi
T
2 CKi1 (3.16)
Furthermore, the matrices Hi,prev and Hi,next are used to incorporate the ISI
e¤ects. These matrices are dened as a function of Hi as
Hi,prev =

IN 

 
JT
NcHi 2 C2NNcNKi (3.17)
Hi,next =
 
IN 
 JNc

Hi 2 C2NNcNKi (3.18)
Using matrices Gi, Gi,prev and Gi,next 2 C2NNcN dened in Eqn. (3.14), Eqn.
(3.14) may be rewritten as
x [n] =
MX
i=1
[Gi,prev;Gi;Gi,next]
2666664
bi [n  1]
bi [n]
bi [n+ 1]
3777775+ n [n] (3.19)
= Gibi [n]| {z }
Desired component
+ [Gi,prev;Gi,next]
264bi [n  1]
bi [n+ 1]
375
| {z }
ISI components
+
MX
 6=i
[G,prev;G;G,next]
2666664
b [n  1]
b [n]
b [n+ 1]
3777775
| {z }
MAI components
+ n [n]|{z}
Noise
(3.20)
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Hence, the discretized received signal-vector x[n] 2 C2NNc contains four com-
ponents. That is the desired signal, ISI, MAI and noise as laid out in that order
in Eqn. (3.20). The second order statistics Rxx 2 C2NNc2NNc of the received
signal x[n] thus can be expressed as
Rxx = E

x[n]x[n]H
	
(3.21)
= GiGHi| {z }
Rdesired
+ [Gi,prev;Gi,next] [Gi,prev;Gi,next]H| {z }
RISI
+
MX
 6=i
[G,prev;G;G,next] [G,prev;G;G,next]H| {z }
RMAI
+ 2nI2NNc| {z }
Rn
(3.22)
where the multiple streams of the transmitted data signals are assumed to be
independent, i.e.
Efbi[n] bi[n]Hg = IN (3.23)
and strictly stationary, i.e.
Efbi[n] bi[n+ n ]Hg = ONN , 8n 6= 0 (3.24)
and the transmitted data signal of di¤erent users are also assumed to be inde-
pendent, i.e.
Efbi[n] bj[n]Hg = ONN , for i 6= j; (3.25)
3.3 MIMO-CDMA STAR Receivers
It is assumed the 1st user is the desired one2. At point M in Figure 3.3, the decision
variable vector during the nth symbol period (after the receiver beamformingW1)
2Throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated, the 1st user is always assumed to be the
desired user.
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can be decoupled into four terms representing the desired, ISI, MAI and noise
terms:
d1 [n] = WH1 G1b1 [n]| {z }
Desired component, d1;desired [n]
+WH1 [G1,prev;G1,next]
264b1 [n  1]
b1 [n+ 1]
375
| {z }
ISI components, d1;is i [n]
+WH1
MX
 6=1
[G,prev;G;G,next] b [n]| {z }
MAI components, d1;mai [n]
+WH1 n [n]| {z }
Noise
(3.26)
Then at point N, the nth data-symbol vector is detected by (for BPSK modula-
tion)
b^1 [n] = sign (Re fd1 [n]g) : (3.27)
With the knowledge of the channel, space-time receivers can be devised to
recover the transmitted information symbols. Linear receivers are considerably
less complex to implement than many non-linear designs while producing satisfac-
tory BER/SNIR performance. In the thesis both single-user (SU) and multi-user
(MU) linear receivers are considered, where
 Single-user receivers require only the knowledge of the desired users spread-
ing sequence and its associated channel parameters, and
 Multi-user receivers require the spreading sequences and channel parameters
of all the users (desired and unwanted).
In particular, the following receivers will be examined, by extending them
to spatio-temporal (ST) type of receivers based on the MIMO-STAR manifold
matrix concept.
1. ST-RAKE SU Receiver
The space-time RAKE receiver is an optimum single user receiver under the
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condition that all MAI as well as ISI are treated as additive white Gaussian
noise. It is easy to prove that this receiver can be represented by matrix
WRAKE for the above-proposed arrayed-MIMO channel as follows [48]
WRAKE = argmin
Tr(W1WH1 )=constant
Tr
 
WH1 G1GH1 W1

(3.28)
= G1 2 C2NNcN (3.29)
Note that the derivation is based on Eqn. (3.14).
2. ST-MMSE SU Receiver
In MMSE reception, the weight matrix is constructed to minimize the mean
squared error between the desired users transmitted signal vector and the
output of the beamformers, i.e.
WMMSE = argmin
Tr(W1WH1 )=constant
E b1  WH1 x	 (3.30)
This provides the following solution [48]
WMMSE = R 1xxG1 2 C2NNcN (3.31)
where Rxx is dened in Eqn. (3.22).
3. ST MU Receiver
If all parameters for every user are known (or have been estimated), then
Eqn. (3.19) can be rewritten as follows
x [n] =
MX
i=1
[Gi,prev;Gi;Gi,next]
2666664
bi [n  1]
bi [n]
bi [n+ 1]
3777775+ n [n] (3.32)
= Gb [n] + n [n] 2 C2NNc1 (3.33)
where
G = [G1,prev;G1;G1,next;    ;GM ,prev;GM ;GM ,next] 2 C2NNc3MN (3.34)
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b [n] =
266666666666666666664
b1 [n  1]
b1 [n]
b1 [n+ 1]
...
bM [n  1]
bM [n]
bM [n+ 1]
377777777777777777775
2 C3MN1 (3.35)
In this case, the ST weight matrix can be expressed as
W1 = colN+1:2N

G(GHG) 1
	 2 C2NNcN (3.36)
The formulation of the decorrelating receiver is to eliminate the MAI and
ISI interferences, thus providing signicant performance (e.g. SNIR and
BER) improvement compared with SU receivers.
4. Subspace-based STAR Receivers
As discussed previously, the desired signal component, ISI and MAI com-
ponents all lie in the same signal subspace. However, in order to suppress
interferences from the received signals, the interference subspace spanned
by ISI and MAI components should be identied and isolated from the over-
all signal subspace.
By applying P?unwanted, the projection operator of the noise subspace, to
x[n], the received vector-signal is projected on to the orthogonal comple-
ment subspace of unwanted signals. Thus based on Eqn. (3.20), it is clear
that both MAI and ISI from the received signals can be successfully sup-
pressed leaving only the transformed terms of desired signals and noise:
P?unwantedx[n]  P?unwantedH1


1

 IN

b1 [n]| {z }
transformed desired signal
+ P?unwantedn[n]| {z }
transformed noise
(3.37)
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Then, by pre-multiplying both sides of Eqn. (3.37) with

H
1

 IN

(HH1 P?unwantedH1) 1HH1 (3.38)
Eqn. (3.37) is further transformed to

H
1

 IN
  
HH1 P?unwantedH1
 1HH1 P?unwantedx[n] (3.39)
=

H
1

 IN
  
HH1 P?unwantedH1
 1HH1 P?unwantedH1| {z }
=IK1


1

 IN

b1 [n]
+

H
1

 IN
  
HH1 P?unwantedH1
 1HH1 P?unwantedn [n] (3.40)
=

1
2 b1 [n] + H1 
 IN  HH1 P?unwantedH1 1HH1 P?unwantedn [n]
(3.41)
Based on the above, the weight matrix W can be formed as follows3
Wprop = 1P?unwantedH1
 
HH1 P?unwantedH1
 1 

1

 IN

(3.42)
where i is the normalization factor.
Eqn. (3.42) assumes that P?unwanted can be formed/estimated. Here two ap-
proaches are presented for the estimation of P?unwanted.
(a) If the receiver is capable of obtaining the channel parameters (including
the spreading codes) of all the users, the multi-user (MU) complement
projection operator P?unwanted can be constructed by
P?unwanted = I2NNc   ~H1

~HH1 ~H1
 1
~HH1 (3.43)
where
~H1 = [H1,prev;H1,next;H2,prev;H2;H2,next;    ;HM ,prev;HM ;HM ,next]
(3.44)
3This is a zero-forcing (ZF) type Receiver.
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(b) If only the desired users channel is known or has been estimated,
then Runwanted can be constructed by removing desired users multipath
component from Rxx as
Runwanted = RISI + RMAI + Rn (3.45)
= Rxx  H1


1

 IN

H
1

 IN

HH1 (3.46)
By performing the eigendecomposition ofRunwanted, the matrix Eunwanted
is formed, which has (3M   1)N signal eigenvectors as its columns,
and is a basis for the unwanted signal subspace L[Eunwanted]. Having
found the unwanted signal subspace, the single-user (SU) complement
projection operator can be derived by
P?unwanted = I2NNc   Eunwanted
 
EHunwantedE 1unwanted
 1 EHunwanted
(3.47)
= I2NNc EunwantedEHunwanted (3.48)
In the following context of this thesis, the proposed space-time weight matrix
(3.42) in connection with the MU complement projection operator Eqn. (3.43)
will be called ST-1 receiver. The receiver based on (3.42) with the SU complement
projection operator Eqn. (3.48) will be called ST-2 receiver. With these two
proposed approaches, the weight matrixW1 is made orthogonal to the estimated
unwanted-signal subspace containing the contributions of ISI andMAI. The power
of the residual interference is determined by the angle between the estimated
unwanted-signal subspace and the actual MAI+ISI subspaces.
If all required channel parameters have been successfully estimated (see Sec-
tion 3.4 for detail), the MMSE, ST-1 and ST-2 weight matrices can be constructed
with Eqn. (3.31) - (3.42). An example of the decision variables for one realization
at the output of MMSE, ST-1 and ST-2 receivers is shown in Figure 3.5. Note
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that to take into account the near-far problem of CDMA system, the Interference-
to-Noise Ration (ISR) is assumed 20 dB, i.e.
ISRi , 10 log10
0BBB@
KiP
k=1
jikj2
K1P
k=1
j1kj2
1CCCA = 20 dB, for 8i 6= 1 (3.49)
With the same setting but QPSK modulation, the decision variables at the
output of MMSE, ST-1 and ST-2 receivers can be found in the Appendix 3.A.
In Figure 3.6 and 3.7, the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) performance of various re-
ceivers is evaluated for N = 2 transmitter antennas and N = 2 and 4 receiver
antennas. There are 10 users, each with 3 paths. The simulation is executed for
10000 bursts of 200 symbols each. The results demonstrate that the two proposed
ST receivers outperform RAKE and MMSE receivers. The BER performance of
all ST receivers improves as the number of receive antennas increases from 2 to
4. It is important to point out that because of near-far e¤ect, the scenario con-
sidered here is MAI-dominant, which explains why the performance of MMSE or
RAKE receivers do not improve by increasing the SNR.
The performance of the receivers is expected to decrease with the increase
of the number of users in the CDMA system and simulation results presented in
Figure 3.8 show such e¤ect. For a (2,3) CDMA-MIMO channel with 2 multipaths
per user. The performance improvement of the proposed ST receivers is clearly
shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of decision variables at the output of di¤erent receivers of
the MIMO-CDMA systems with BPSK modulation. for a single run of 200 data
symbols. The subspace-based ST receivers show signicant near-far resistant
ability.
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Figure 3.6: BER performance of di¤erent receivers in a MIMO-CDMA system
with 10 users, each with 3 multipaths. N = 2 and N = 2, with half-wavelength
spacing.
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Figure 3.7: BER performance of di¤erent receivers in a MIMO-CDMA system
with 10 users, each with 3 multipaths. N = 2 and N = 4. All arrays are ULA
with half-wavelength spacing.
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Figure 3.8: BER performance of MIMO-CDMA system of 10 and 15 users, using
2-element ULA (half-wavelength spacing) at transmitters, 3-element ULA (half-
wavelength spacing) at receivers, and assuming perfect channel estimation.
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3.4 Channel Estimation
So far, it is assumed that all required channel parameters have been successfully
estimated. Recalling Eqn. (3.14), these parameters are DOA, TOA, DOD and
path coe¢ cients. In this section, the joint DOA-TOA estimation and the DOD
estimation approaches are addressed. Once DOAs and TOAs of the channel have
been identied, the path coe¢ cient vector 
1
=

11; 12;    ; 1K1
T
can be
estimated using, for instance, the extension of [51] or [52].
3.4.1 Blind STAR Estimation of DOA and TOA
By observing the covariance matrix Rxx of the signals received by base station
given in Eqn. (3.21), the observation complex space of dimensionality 2NNc
(dimensionality of Rxx) can be partitioned into two complementary subspaces:
1. The overall signal subspacespanned by the invariant MIMO-STAR man-
ifold matrices of the receive array associated with all the paths of all the
users, which includes the e¤ects of
(a) the desired (1st) users signal (MIMO-STAR matrices of H1),
(b) ISI (MIMO-STAR matrices of H1,prev and H1,next) and
(c) MAI (MIMO-STAR matrices of H,prev, H and H,next, 8 6= 1).
2. The "noise" subspace, which is orthogonal to the overall signal subspace.
This implies that for the estimation be validated, the dimensionality of this sub-
space (i.e. the total number of paths from all users)
K =
MX
i=1
Ki (3.50)
need to be less than 2NcN , the total dimensionality of Rxx , i.e. K < 2NcN .
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However, the paths of the desired user, in addition to belonging to the overall
signal subspace, also belong to another nonlinear subspace (manifold of all MIMO-
STAR matrices) dened as follows
M =
n
S()S
H
()


 (Jlc1) 2 C2NcN , 8 2 
, 8 2 
, l 2 
l
o
(3.51)
where

 = [0; 180) (3.52)

 = [0; 180) (3.53)
and

l = [0;Nc   1] (3.54)
are the parameter spaces of DOA  and TOA l. Therefore, by searching this
manifold for MIMO-STAR matrices that are orthogonal to the noise subspace,
only the desired signal components are obtained.
The distance between a MIMO-STAR matrix

S()S
H
()


 (Jlc1) and the
noise subspace L[En] can be expressed as
(; ; l) = Tr
h
S()S
H
()


  Jlc1iH PEn hS()SH()
  Jlc1i (3.55)
where PEn is the projection operator of the noise subspace L[En] and can be
obtained by the eigendecomposition of covariance matrix Rxx and
PEn = En(EHn En) 1EHn = EnEHn : (3.56)
Theoretically, the dimension of the noise subspace En is specied by the size of
covariance matrix minus the number of DOA, which can be decided by counting
the number of bigger eigenvalues of Rxx. However, for a nite observation interval,
direct counting may not be accurate and the number of DOA is estimated using
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Minimum Description Length (MDL) (see
[49] for detail).
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Note that by property of trace Tr (AB) = Tr (BA), Eqn. (3.55) can be rewrit-
ten as follows
(; ; l)
= Tr

EHn
h
S()S
H
()


  Jlc1i hS()SH()
  Jlc1iH En(3.57)
Furthermore, using the property of Kronecker product
(AB)
 (CD) = (A
 C) (B
 D) (3.58)
Eqn. (3.57) can further simplied as follows
(; ; l) (3.59)
= Tr
8><>:EHn
264
0B@S() SH()S()| {z }
=N by Eqn. (2.24)
SH()
1CA
  Jlijci  JlijciH
375En
9>=>;(3.60)
= constant

S()
  Jlc1H PEn S()
  Jlc1| {z }
, 0(;l)
(3.61)
where means (; ; l) is invariant for di¤erent . So, at the receiver, the inter-
section of the MIMO-STAR manifoldM with the overall signal subspacewill
only provide the desired users receiver-side parameters, DOA and TOA. This
intersection can be found from the following MUSIC-type optimization problem
(1; l1) = argmin
;l
0(; l) (3.62)
Consider a 3-user MIMO-CDMA system with the transmitters and receiver
employing respectively 5 and 3 element uniform linear array (ULA) of half-
wavelength inter-element spacing. Each user is assigned an unique Gold sequence
of length Nc = 31 with rectangular chip pulse-shaping. The receivers operate
in the presence of multipath e¤ects from other users (MAI), as well as the ISI
introduced in a frequency-selective fading channel.
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Assume 10 multipaths for 1st (desired) user, 8 multipaths for 2nd user and 6
multipaths for 3rd user and that the desired user has an input signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) of 20 dB. To take into account the near-far problem, the rest of the
interferers are constituted with the Interference-to-Noise Ratio (ISR) of 20 dB.
The multipath parameters of the 3 users are listed in Table 3.1.
By partitioning the 5-element Rx array into 2 overlapping 4-element subar-
rays for spatial smoothing, it is seen from Figure 3.9 that all the 10 multipaths,
associated with the two transmitting elements of the desired user, can be iden-
tied/estimated successfully using the proposed algorithm. Notice that the al-
gorithm can still operate even when the desired users paths are arriving from
the same direction (co-directional) or arriving at the same time (co-delay). The
former case cannot be resolved for a general array geometry but for a uniform
linear array where spatial smoothing can be overlaid on top of Rxx to form the
smoothed covariance matrix Rsmooth (see [50] for detail).
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Figure 3.9: Joint angle (DOA) and delay (TOA) estimation of all the multipath
components of the desired user based on Eqn. (3.62) as shown in (a) 3D surface
plot and (b) 2D contour plot of (a).
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3.4.2 Cooperative Beamforming: Estimation of DODs
In this subsection, assuming the existence of a feedback channel, the DODs are
estimated by a cooperative beamforming approach which is illustrated by a rep-
resentative example of 3-user system whose channel parameters are specied in
Table 3.2. Each UEs Tx employs an antenna array of 3 elements and the Rx of
the base station is equipped with an antenna array of 5 elements, as shown in
Figure 3.10 (a).
Algorithm 3.1: Cooperative Beamforming
1. With default Tx beamforming vector w1 = 1N , DOA/TOA of the various
paths are estimated using an approach similar to sub-section 3.4.1.
2. The Rx steers one main lobe per estimated DOA. This is shown in Figure
3.10 (b).
3. The Tx, by using the transmit array manifold vector as the weight vector,
i.e.
w1
 


= S1
 
rotate

(3.63)
steers the main lobe towards direction rotate which changes with a prede-
ned manner known to the Rx from 0 to 360 (as shown in Figure 3.10
(b)). The Rx using its knowledge of the rotation pattern of the Tx, esti-
mates the DOD (as shown in Figure 3.11) for all paths. At the output of
the receive beamformers, the gain patterns can be expressed as a function
of the rotated direction of the transmit beam, rotate, denoted as G(rotate).
When rotate equals the DOD of, for instance, the jth path, the jth element
in G(rotate) will get a maximum value. For the example species by Table
3.2, Figure 3.11 shows clearly that peaks can be found in rotating direction
rotate where paths do exist (i.e. 11 = 60 and 12 = 105).
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Figure 3.10: An example of cooperative beamforming approach: (a) DOA/TOA
estimation; (b) rotated Tx beamforming while steering mainlobes towards DOA
at Rx; (c) DOD information feedback; (d) Tx-Rx beamforming.
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Table 3.2: Channel parameters for DOD estimation example.
User Path DOD DOA TOA (Tc) Path Coe¢ cient
1st 1 60 77 8 0:5798  0:0645i
2 105 135 12 0:3883  0:7134i
2nd 1 55 30 10 0:7100 + 0:2550i
2 97 87 25  0:12216 + 0:6449i
3rd 1 68 34 15 0:6002  0:1237i
2 143 73 4 0:5746 + 0:5425i
4. The Rx sends the maximum points (estimates of DOD) to the Tx using a
feedback channel.
5. Tx-Rx beamforming can be used to improve, for instance, the SNR of the
received signal, as shown in Figure 3.10 (d).
Note that this algorithm is triggered when, for example, the received SNR is
below a predened threshold.
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Figure 3.11: The gain pattern at the output of the receiver array beamformers
as a function of the direction of the transmit rotating beam.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, from the viewpoint of array processing, the uplink of a multiuser
asynchronous MIMO-CDMA wireless communication system operating in fre-
quency selective fading channel has been studied. The concept of STAR manifold
vector associated with only the receiver of BS has been extended to MIMO-STAR
manifold matrix associated with both the transmitter of UEs and the receiver of
BS. Given the complete estimation of the multipath parameters, spatio-temporal
type of conventional single-user and multi-user linear receivers have been devel-
oped. Furthermore, two linear subspace-based space-time receivers have been
proposed, both single user ST-2 and multi-user ST-1, by transforming the re-
ceived signal-vector using the complement projection operator of the noise sub-
space. Simulation results show that, the proposed subspace-based ST receivers
have shown great advantage compared with MMSE or RAKE receivers, e.g., on
handing near-far e¤ect. In general, ST-2 receiver performs better than ST-1 re-
ceiver since the MU receiver is supported to know the spreading sequences and
channel parameters of all the users while the SU receiver requires only that of
the desired user. A blind subspace-based joint DOA-TOA estimation algorithm
is proposed by searching the MIMO-STAR manifold matrices that are orthogonal
to the noise subspace. Furthermore, with the cooperation of Tx and Rx, the Tx
beam rotation based DOD estimation scheme have been developed. A transmit
beamforming can then be implemented to increase the receiver-side signal-to-noise
ratio.
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Appendix 3.A Decision variables of di¤erent space-
time receivers forMIMO-CDMAwith QPSKmod-
ulation
Consider a 3-user MIMO-CDMA systems with the transmitters and receiver
employing respectively 5 and 3 element uniform linear array (ULA) of half-
wavelength inter-element spacing. Each user is assigned an unique Gold sequence
of length Nc = 31 with rectangular chip pulse-shaping. The receivers operate
in the presence of multipath e¤ects from other users (MAI), as well as the ISI
introduced in a frequency-selective fading channel. The multipath parameters of
the 3 users are listed in Table 3.1. Assuming QPSK modulation. The decision
variables at the output of MMSE, ST-1 and ST-2 receivers are plotted in Figure
3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Diagram of decision variables at the output of di¤erent receivers
of the MIMO-CDMA systems with QPSK modulation. for a single run of 200
data symbols. The subspace-based ST receivers show signicant near-far resistant
ability.
Chapter 4
Precoder and Decoder
Optimization in Arrayed
MIMO-CDMA Downlink
Systems
4.1 Introduction
The explosive demand for wireless internet and multimedia services requires more
e¢ cient techniques to be employed to enable high data rate downlink transmission
in the next generation wireless communication systems. MIMO systems using
antenna arrays at both receiver and transmitter have shown great potential to
provide high bandwidth e¢ ciency [12] [11] [2].
In a single-stream multiple-access environment, numerous receiver and/or
transmitter beamforming schemes have been developed to e¢ ciently enhance the
signals of the desired user while minimizing the e¤ects of multi-access-interference
(MAI) from other users and inter-symbol-interference (ISI) caused by frequency-
116
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selective channel [53]-[56].
Recently, the receiver and transmitter optimization in the multiple-stream
multiple-access environment has received widespread interest. A generalized
framework has been introduced in [57] embracing the most reasonable optimiza-
tion criteria for multicarrier MIMO design. One of the most popular optimization
methods is zero-forcing approach [54][58], which normally requires the number of
the transmit antennas to be larger than the sum of the number of receive anten-
nas. Another category of MIMO system design is interference balancing [56]-[59],
which normally uses generalized eigendecomposition to obtain suboptimal solu-
tions. The optimal transmit power allocation is carried out separately using, e.g.
water-lling method [58].
Most of the above mentioned research assumes frequency-at channels, and
little spatial temporal information of the channel is used to improve the system
performance. To ll the gap, investigation of the precoder/decoder optimization
schemes in the MIMO-CDMA systems in multipath channels is needed.
In this chapter, the problem under consideration is joint precoding-decoding
optimization, with di¤erent power allocation schemes, in the downlink MIMO-
CDMA systems over multipath fading channels. The study will be based on
MIMO-STAR manifold concept, which has been developed in Chapter 3 to con-
duct blind superresolution channel estimation and multiple-access interference
cancellation. The downlink multiuser arrayed MIMO-CDMA system is rstly
modelled in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, di¤erent optimization objectives are
specied and a criterion on optimal multiplexing order is derived. In Section 4.4,
iterative algorithms are proposed for joint precoder/decoder optimization based
on the overall MSE criterion with di¤erent transmit power allocation schemes.
Two close-form algorithms are derived in Section 4.5 to maximize the signal-
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to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SNIR) and minimize the transmit power while
satisfying predened symbol error rate (SER) requirements. In Section 4.6, nu-
merical simulations are presented and the paper is concluded in Section 4.7.
Some material in this chapter has been published in [61].
4.2 Channel Modelling
Consider the downlink of an M -user MIMO-CDMA wireless communication sys-
tem operating in the multipath propagation environment. The receiver of each
mobile station employs an array of N antennas whereas the transmitter of base
station is equipped with an array of N antennas. Remember that a symbol with
a bar at the top will denote a transmitters parameter. It is assumed that
the channel is frequency-selective with a delay spread less than one data symbol
period Tcs.
With reference to Figure 4.1, using a serial-to-parrallel (S/P) processor, the
data sequence of the ith user is transformed to a sequence of data vectors of
N
(s)
i elements, denoted by bi [n] 2 CN
(s)
i 1. The data vectors bi [n] of the i
th user
are then spread with a unique spreading code [i [k] = 1; k = 1;    ; Nc   1] of
period Nc and precoded using a precoding matrix Wi before transmission. The
overall baseband transmitted signal-vector associated with all M users is given
by
m (t) =
MX
i=1
Wi
1X
n= 1
bi [n] cPN;i (t  nTcs)
nTcs  t  nTcs (4.1)
where Tcs and Tc are respectively the data symbol period and the chip period,
and cPN;i (t  nTcs) has been dened in Eqn. (3.1).
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Let us assume plane-wave propagation with the transmitted signal arriving at
the ith receiver via Ki paths (multipath). Furthermore, consider that the jth path
of the ith users direction of departure (DOD) and direction of arrival (DOA) are
denoted as follows:
 DOD: (azimuth, elevation) =  ij; ij
 DOA: (azimuth, elevation) =  ij; ij
In a similar fashion to Figure 3.2, the channel model for the downlink MIMO-
CDMA multipath channel is shown in Figure 4.2, where the received complex
baseband signal-vector at the antenna array of the receiver (point I) can be ex-
pressed explicitly as
xi (t) =
KiX
j=1
ijSijS
H
ijm (t   ij) + ni (t) (4.2)
where ij and  ij represent the fading coe¢ cient and the delay of the j
th path of
the ith user, and ni (t) denotes the complex white Gaussian noise vector with zero
mean and covariance matrix 2IN . The vectors Sij and Sij represent the array
manifold vectors of the receiver and transmitter respectively associated with the
jth path of the ith user.
Similar with the procedure described in Chapter 3, at the output of the re-
ceiver antenna array, the baseband received signal-vector xi (t) is initially sampled
with a period Ts = Tc, and then passed through a bank of N tapped-delay lines
(TDL) (see [60] for more details). The contents of the bank of N TDLs, each of
length 2Nc, are concatenated to obtain the vector
xi [n] =
2666664
xi;1 [n]
...
xi;N [n]
3777775 2 C2NNc1 (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Downlink arrayed MIMO frequency selective channel of the ith user.
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where xi;k [n] 2 C2Nc1, k = 1;   N , represents the contents of the TDL at ith
receivers kth antenna associated with the nth data-symbol period. Again, to
model the jth path arriving at the ith receiver with respect to the transmitted
signal of the th user, the MIMO-STAR manifold matrix introduced in previous
chapter is extended to

SijS
H
ij


  Jlijc 2 C2NNcN (4.4)
where c 2 C2Nc1 is the th users spreading code sequence padded with zeros of
length Nc dened in Eqn. (3.12), and the matrix J (or JT ) is a 2Nc  2Nc time
down-shift (or up-shift) operator dened in Eqn. (3.11). The sampled baseband
signal-vector xi [n] in Eqn. (4.3) can be rewritten as
xi [n] =
MX
=1
h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
i  
I3
W

2666664
b [n  1]
b [n]
b [n+ 1]
3777775+ ni [n] (4.5)
where ni [n] 2 C2NNc1 denotes the sampled noise vector during the nth interval
and
Gi; = Hi;


i

 IN

2 C2NNcN (4.6)
G(prev)i; =

IN 

 
JT
NcHi; i 
 IN 2 C2NNcN (4.7)
G(next)i; =
 
IN 
 JNc

Hi;


i

 IN

2 C2NNcN (4.8)
Here,
Hi; =
 
Si1S
H
i1


  Jli1c ;    ; SiKiSHiKi
  JliKi c

2 C2NNcNKi
(4.9)
and the vector 
i
is composed of the propagation coe¢ cients of these Ki paths
which model the e¤ect of path loss, random phase shift due to reection and
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Doppler phase shift due to the possible motion of scatterers, i.e.

i
=

i1; i2;    ; iKi
T
2 CKi (4.10)
The complete receiver structure is depicted in Figure 4.3. By applying the
unit-normalized decoding matrixWi 2 C2NNcN
(s)
i , i = 1;    ;M , to the sampled
baseband signal-vector xi [n], the corresponding decision variable b^i [n] at point
K of Figure 4.3 is obtained,
di [n] =WHi xi [n] (4.11)
Consider the covariance matrix of xi [n], the baseband signal-vectors received
by the ith UE. That is
Rxx;i , E

xi [n]x
H
i [n]
	
(4.12)
=
MX
=1
h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
i h
I3


WW
H

i h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
iH
+2i I2NNc. (4.13)
Based on Eqn. (4.13), the SNIR at the jth output of the ith users receiver,
i = 1; 2;    ;M , j = 1; 2;    ; N (s)i is given by
SNIRij =
wHijGi;iwij2
wHijMijwij
(4.14)
where wij and wij are the j
th column of decoding matrixWi and precoding matrix
Wi, respectively, and the matrix Mij takes into account the e¤ect of MAI, ISI,
noise, and the interference introduced by desired users other substreams. This
matrix is dened as follows:
Mij , Gi;i
0@ N(s)iX
 6=j;=1
wiw
H
i
1AGHi;i
+
h
G(prev)i;i ;G
(next)
i;i
i 
I2
WiWHi
 h
G(prev)i;i ;G
(next)
i;i
iH
+
MX
 6=i;=1

G(prev)i; ; Gi;; G
(next)
i;
 h
I3


WW
H

i 
G(prev)i; ; Gi;; G
(next)
i;
H
+2i I2NNc . (4.15)
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The MSE matrix of the ith user is dened as [2]
Ei , E
n
(di [n]  bi [n]) (di [n]  bi [n])H
o
(4.16)
= WHi
(
MX
=1
Gi;
h
I3


WW
H

i
GHi; + 2i IN(s)i
)
Wi + IN(s)i
 WHi Gi;iWi  W
H
i GHi;iWi, (4.17)
which, with MMSE reception, can be rewritten as (proof is in Appendix 4.C)
Ei =

I
N
(s)
i
+WHi GHi;iM 1i Gi;iWi
 1
(4.18)
4.3 Optimization Objectives
In Chapter 3, it is assumed that the number of transmitted substreams equals
the number of transmit antennas. Given that all channel parameters have been
successfully estimated, beamformer matrices can then be constructed, separately
at the transmitter and the receiver, to improve the system performance (e.g.
SNIR or MSE). In this chapter, a more complex problem is addressed:
 For each user, the number of substreams, N (s)1 ;    ; N (s)M , i = 1;    ;M ,
can be dynamically chosen according to the requirement of the underlying
service as well as the instantaneous channel state information (CSI). Thus,
the dimensionality of the precoder and decoder matrices can be changed.
 The precoder and the decoder of one user are mutually dependent. Fur-
thermore, by MAI, the performance of one user is a¤ected by the pre-
coder/decoder of other users. When the numbers of substream are dened,
the overall system performance will be determined by the selection of pre-
coders Wi and decoders Wi, i = 1;    ;M .
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4.3.1 Optimal Multiplexing Order
In future mobile MIMO-CDMA systems, multiplexing order1 need to be recong-
urable to allocated di¤erent kind of services, e.g., voice, email, le downloading,
etc. The multiplexing order of all users

N
(s)
1 ;    ; N (s)M

plays a vital role in
ensuring di¤erent data-rate services coexist. Therefore, a criterion is need to
identify the optimum multiplexing order for a particular user.
It is intuitive that there is a so-called inter-user multiplexing trade-o¤, i.e.
multiplexing order of one user can always be increased (if it is less than N)
by sacricing other usersmultiplexing orders. However, in this section, when
deriving the optimal criterion on multiplexing order of one user, we assume
 other users multiplexing orders as well as precoding/decoding matrices
remain xed.
 SNIR threshold , is identical for signal detection for every subchannel of
every user.
To give the criterion on optimal N (s)i , it is necessary to introduce two lemmas:
Lemma 4.1 SNIR upper-bound: The SNIR at the output the jth substream of
the ith receiver is upper-bounded by wHijGHi;iM 1i Gi;iwij, i.e.
SNIRij  wHijGHi;iM 1i Gi;iwij (4.19)
where wij is the j
th column of the ith users precoding matrix Wi, and
Mi ,Mij  Gi;i
0@ N(s)iX
 6=j;=1
wiw
H
i
1AGHi;i. (4.20)
1The number of substreams.
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Proof. The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix 4.A.
Note that by comparing Eqn. (4.19) and (4.18), SNIR and MSE are connected
by
SNIRij 
h
E 1i   IN(s)i
i
jj
(4.21)
where [A]jj stands for the jth diagonal element in the square matrix A.
Lemma 4.2 Ky Fans maximum principle: Let A 2 Cnn be a Hermitian matrix
with eigenvalues 1  2      n, then for all k = 1; 2;    ; n
kX
j=1
j = max
kX
j=1
xHj Axj 12 (4.22)
where the maximum is taken over all orthonormal k-tuples of vectors fx1;    ; xKg
in Cn.
Proof. See [62].
Therefore, a criterion can be derived to determine if a multiplexing order is
optimal or not.
Theorem 4.1 Criterion on Optimal Multiplexing Order: The optimum number
of simultaneously transmitted signal streams N yi satises
1
N yi
NyiX
j=1
~j    1
N yi + 1
Nyi +1X
j=1
~j (4.23)
where ~i;1  ~i;2      ~i;N are the (real) eigenvalues of matrix D1=2i GHi;iM 1i Gi;iD1=2i ,
and Di is a diagonal matrix with elements eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix
WiW
H
i .
Proof. The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix 4.B.
Theorem 4.1 provides a measure on judging how far is a practical (or re-
quired) multiplexing order from the optimal. If N (s)i > N
y
i , some of the sub-
streams will not be received properly. If N (s)i < N
y
i , some spare multiplexing
order is available to o¤er higher-rate services.
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4.3.2 Optimal Precoder and Decoder
When N (s)1 ;    ; N (s)M have already been chosen, the overall system performance
will be determined by the selection of precoders Wi and decoders Wi, i =
1;    ;M .
It should be noted that, the e¤ect of transmit power allocation is absorbed
by the optimization of Wi. In this chapter, three transmit power constraints (or
Power allocation Schemes, PAS) are considered:
 PAS-I: Total transmit power constraint, under which, the power will be
dynamically distributed to all users and then to all substreams. That is
MX
i=1
Tr

WHi Wi

 P (4.24)
 PAS-II: Users transmit power constraint, under which, the transmit power
of each user has been xed and will be distributed to its substreams. That
is
Tr

WHi Wi

 P i, i = 1;    ;M (4.25)
 PAS-III: Substreams transmit power constraint, under which, the trans-
mit power of each substream of each user has been xed. That is
wHijwij 
P i
N
(s)
i
, i = 1;    ;M , j = 1;    ; N (s)i (4.26)
where wij denotes the j
th column vector of the precoder matrix Wi.
The algorithms of optimization rely on di¤erent objectives (cost functions)
and constraints. The optimization problems considered in this chapter include:
A. Total Transmit Power Minimization with SNIR requirement
Given the expression of SNIR at the jth output of the ith receiver in Eqn.
(4.14), the optimization objective is to minimize the total transmit power
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subjected to (s.t.) a minimum receiver SNIR requirement , and can be
expressed as
J = min
W1; ;WM
W1; ;WM
MP
i=1
Tr

WHi Wi

s.t. SNIRij  , 8i 2 [1;M ] ;8j 2
h
1; N
(s)
i
i
(4.27)
B. Total Tx Power Minimization with Symbol Error Rate Requirement
Similarly, the optimization objective here is to minimize the total transmit
power while supporting a target symbol error rate ", and can be expressed
as
J = min
W1; ;WM
W1; ;WM
MP
i=1
Tr

WHi Wi

s.t. P (i)s  ", 8i 2 [1;M ]
(4.28)
C. Total SNIR Maximization
In this case, the optimization aiming at maximizing the total received SNIR
at the output of the receive decoders can be expressed as
J = max
W1; ;WM
W1; ;WM
MP
i=1
SNIRij
s.t. Power Allocation Scheme-I/II/III
(4.29)
D. Total MSE Minimization
The optimization based on minimization of the total MSE can be written
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as
J = min
W1; ;WM
W1; ;WM
MP
i=1
Tr (Ei)
s.t. Power Allocation Scheme-I/II/III
(4.30)
Note that, alternatively, the determination of MSE matrix,
MP
i=1
det (Ei), can
also be used as a MSE performance measure, as in [57] and [63].
4.4 Iterative Optimization
4.4.1 Iterative Joint Precoder-Decoder OptimizationWith
Power Allocation Scheme-I
It is assumed that both the transmitter and receiver have perfect knowledge of
the channel. Consider the total MSE minimization problem Eqn. (4.30) with
PAS-I. Assuming all Wi, i 2 [1;M ] are xed, the augmented cost function using
the Lagrange multiplier (LM)  can be expressed as follows
Jaug =
MX
i=1
Tr (Ei) + (
MX
i=1
Tr

WHi Wi

  P ) (4.31)
In this case, 8i 2 [1;M ], by dening the rst derivative of Jaug w.r.t. Wi evaluated
at Wyi as the matrix FWyi , i.e
2.
FWyi ,
@J
@Wi

Wi=W
y
i
2 CNN(s)i (4.32)
the necessary condition for Wyi being the solution of the optimization problem
Wyi = argmin
Wi
(Jaug) (4.33)
2As J is a scalar function of matrix Wi 2 CNN
(s)
i , the dimension of Js rst derivative
w.r.t. Wi is N N (s)i .
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is Kuhn-Tucker conditions
vHFWyi v = 0, 8v 6= 0. (4.34)
This nally results in a matrix with Wiener lter form:
Wyi =
8><>:LH
MX
=1
0B@
h
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
iH
W
WH
h
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
i
1CAL+ IN
9>=>;
 1
GHi;iWi (4.35)
where
L , 13 
 IN 2 R3NN (4.36)
Eqn. (4.34) can also lead to the expression of the Lagrange multiplier y
y =
1
P
MX
i=1
Tr
8>>>>><>>>>>:
WHi GHi;iWi
 WHi LH
0BB@
MP
=1
h
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
iH
WWHh
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
i
1CCALWi
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(4.37)
Similarly, if the precoding matrices are xed, the optimal decoding matrices that
minimize the total MSE can be derived
Wyi =
8>><>>:
MP
=1
h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
i h
I3


WW
H

i h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
iH
+2i I2LN
9>>=>>;
 1
Gi;iWi
(4.38)
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the transmitter precoders and the
receiver decoders as well as the Lagrange multiplier are functions of each other,
which suggests a iterative algorithm to obtain the global solution. The joint
transmitter-receiver optimization can be accomplished via the following steps:
Algorithm 4.1 Iterative Precoder-Decoder Optimization With PAS-I
1. Initialization: the iterative index q = 0 and for each user i = 1;    ;M , Wi
is constructed by single user transmit scheme, i.e.,
Wi [0] =
s
P
MN
(s)
i
U
i;N
(s)
i
(4.39)
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where the columns of U
i;N
(s)
i
2 CNN(s)i are the eigenvectors of matrix pair
GHi;iGi;i corresponding to the N
(s)
i largest eigenvalues. The scalar factor
P=

MN
(s)
i

indicates that the transmitting energy is evenly distributed to
every user and then to every substream.
2. For each user i = 1;    ;M , the MMSE weight vector Wyi [q] is calculated
using Eqn. (4.38).
3. For the current precoders and decoders, the Lagrange multiplier y [q] is
calculated using Eqn. (4.37).
4. Using receive decoder matrices Wyi [q], i = 1;    ;M and y [q] obtained
in Step 2 and 3 respectively, the transmit precoder matrices Wyi [q + 1],
i = 1;    ;M can be updated via Eqn. (4.35).
5. q    q + 1, repeat Steps 2-4 until a predened convergence criterion is
reached.
Please note that a similar iterative method to optimize the precoder and
decoder but for at-fading downlink channel of the multiuser MIMO systems has
been reported recently in [64] where a brute search is needed to nd the optimum
Lagrange multiplier in each iteration procedure. The Lagrange multiplier in our
proposed iterative scheme is directly calculated with the channel information and
the precoders and decoders obtained in the last iteration, which signicantly
reduces the algorithms complexity.
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4.4.2 Iterative Precoder-Decoder OptimizationWith Power
Allocation Scheme-II
With power allocation scheme-II, the augmented cost function of optimization
problem (4.30) can be rewritten as
Jaug =
MX
i=1
Tr (Ei) +
MX
i=1
i
h
Tr

WHi Wi

  P i
i
(4.40)
where P i is the pre-dened transmitting power for the ith user.
The solutions can be obtained by applying the necessary condition of local
minimization on (4.40),
Wyi =
8>><>>:
LH
 
MP
=1
h
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
iH
WWH
h
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
i!
L
+iIN
9>>=>>;
 1
GHi;iWi
(4.41)
and
yi =
1
P i
Tr
8>>>>><>>>>>:
WHi GHi;iWi
 WHi LH
0BB@
MP
=1
h
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
iH
WWHh
G(prev);i ;G;i;G
(next)
;i
i
1CCALWi
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(4.42)
and expression of Wyi is the same as in Eqn. (4.38). A recursive algorithm can
then be developed in the similar fashion to the one introduced in last section.
4.5 Sub-optimal Close-form Optimization
The algorithms proposed so far is based on a primary assumption that the feed-
back channel is error-free and speedy enough to ensure that the convergence can
be achieved before the channel changes. In some cases, this is relatively impracti-
cal. Moreover, in a system with very large number of users, the computation load
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of the proposed iterative algorithms, even for the base station, may be unaccept-
able. To cope with these, in this section, two sub-optimization precoder/decoder
construction algorithms that do not require feedback information or iteration are
developed.
4.5.1 Close-form SNIR Optimization
As in Section 4.4.2, the inter-user transmitted power distribution is assumed to
be pre-determined. Furthermore, for each user, the transmitted power is evenly
distributed to all sub-channels. Otherwise, the maximal SNIR objective can al-
ways be achieved by assigning all the power to the sole subchannel with maximum
channel gain, leaving all other subchannels unused, which is practically unrea-
sonable.
With Lemma 4.1, instead of directly maximizing SNIR, the objective of this
algorithm is to nd the maximum of the upper-bound of total SNIR for all re-
ceivers. That is
 
W1;    ;WM ;W1;    ;WM

= arg max
W1; ;WM
W1; ;WM
MX
i=1
Tr

WHi GHi;iM 1i Gi;iWi

s.t. Power Allocation Scheme III (4.43)
The augmented cost function (using Lagrange multipliers) can be expressed
as follows:
Jaug =
MX
i=1
Tr

WHi GHi;iM 1i Gi;iWi

+
MX
i=1
N
(s)
iX
j=1
 
ijw
H
ijwij  
P i
N
(s)
i
!
(4.44)
In this case, 8i 2 [1;M ], the necessary condition for Wi to be the local optimal
solution is
@J
@wij
= 0, 8j = 1, :::, N (s)i (4.45)
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This leads to
GHi;iM 1i Gi;iwij = ijwij (4.46)
which suggests that the Lagrange multipliers ij are the eigenvalues of the semi-
positive matrix GHi;iM 1i Gi;i, and the optimal solutions wij are the corresponding
eigenvectors scaled by
q
P i=N
(s)
i . Apparently, as the aim is to nd the maximum
of the bound, the N (s)i largest eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors
will be chosen.
Based on the above analysis, the eigendecomposition based close-form algo-
rithm can then be developed as follows:
Algorithm 4.2 Eigendecomposition-based Close-form Precoder-Decoder
Optimization
1. For rst selected user, W1 is constructed by
W1 =
s
P 1
N
(s)
1
AN(s)
n
GH1;1 ~M1G1;1
o
(4.47)
where Ak fXg is a matrix of k columns which are the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the k largest general eigenvalues of semi-positive matrix X,
and
~M1 =
h
G(prev)1;1 ;G
(next)
1;1
i h
G(prev)1;1 ;G
(next)
1;1
iH
. (4.48)
2. For user i = 2;    ;M , the precoder is obtained by
Wi =
s
P i
N
(s)
i
A
N
(s)
i
n
GHi;i ~M 1i Gi;i
o
(4.49)
where
~Mi =
h
G(prev)i;i ;G
(next)
i;i
i 
I2
WiWHi
 h
G(prev)i;i ;G
(next)
i;i
iH
+
i 1X
=1
h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
i h
I3


WW
H

i h
G(prev)i; ;Gi;;G
(next)
i;
iH
(4.50)
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3. While Wi, i = 1;    ;M , are determined, the precoder matrices Wi, i =
1;    ;M , can be obtained analytically by Eqn. (4.38).
The eigendecomposition-based algorithm is suboptimal but, because of the
"close-form", is practically more e¢ cient than the optimal iterative algorithms.
4.5.2 Close-form Tx Power Minimization
Consider the covariance matrix (4.13) of the ith UEs received baseband signal-
vector xi [n], the upper bound of the symbol error rate at the i
th receive can be
obtained
P
(i)
s, bound = 
h
det

IN + gGi;iWiW
H
i GHi;iM 1i
i 1
(4.51)
where  and g are constellation-specic positive constants [59]. Recalling the
property of the determine of matrix: for matrices A 2 Cmn and B 2 Cnm.
det (Im + AB) = det (In + BA) (4.52)
Eqn. (4.51) can be rewritten as
P
(i)
s, bound = 
h
det

I
N
(s)
i
+ gWHi GHi;iM 1i Gi;iWi
i 1
(4.53)
Observing the similarity of Eqn. (4.18) and Eqn. (4.51), by absorbing g into the
transmitWi, the optimize problem to minimize the total symbol error rate bound
is equivalent to minimize the determine of overall MSE matrix Eqn. (4.30).
Based on the Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem (see 4.2.2 in [65]),
P
(i)
s, bound =  det

I
N
(s)
i
+ gWHi GHi;iM 1i Gi;iWi
 1
(4.54)
 
N
(s)
iY
j=1
 
1 + gijij
 1
. (4.55)
where i1      iN(s)i are the decreasing-ordered eigenvalues of semi-positive
denite matrix GHi;iM 1i Gi;i, ij is the power allocated to the jth subchannel of the
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ith user. In the last inequation, the equation is obtained when Ei is a diagonal
matrix, or
Wi =
h
i1vi1;    ; iN(s)i viN(s)i
iH
(4.56)
with vij denoting the eigenvector associated with eigenvalue ij.
Furthermore, the power allocation scheme
n
i1;    ; iN(s)i
o
can be derived by
n
i1;    ; iN(s)i
o
= argmin
N
(s)
iX
j=1
ij (4.57)
s.t. 
N
(s)
iQ
j=1
 
1 + gijij
 1  "
ij  0, 8i; j
(4.58)
Taking the logarithm of both side of (4.58), the augmented Lagrangian cost func-
tion can be expressed as
J =
N
(s)
iX
j=1
ij + 
24ln 
"
 
N
(s)
iX
j=1
ln
 
1 + gijij
35 (4.59)
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition of the optimization problem Eqn.
(4.57) leads to:
1   gij
1 + gijij
= 0 (4.60)
and
N
(s)
iY
j=1
 
1 + gijij
 1
=

"
(4.61)
Finally, the optimal power allocation coe¢ cients are obtained (proof can be found
in Appendix 4.D)
ij = max
0@0; "

N(s)i N(s)iY
=1
1
gi
  1
gij
1A (4.62)
4.6 Numerical Studies
In this section, the performance of the joint optimization algorithms proposed
in this chapter is investigated through a number of numerical simulations. The
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transmit array and the various receiver arrays are 2-element ULA with half-
wavelength inter-element spacing. Each user employs a unique Gold sequence of
length Nc = 15, and transmit N
(s)
i = 2 substreams. Signals are transmitted to
the receiver via Ki = 3 paths. The DOD and DOA of each path are randomly
selected from [0; 180) and the TOA are randomly selected from [0; 15Tc). The
array is assumed to collect a block of 200 data symbols for processing at each
time, during which the channel is assumed to be stationary with the channel state
information available to both BS transmitter and mobile receivers.
Firstly the convergence curves of the proposed Lagrange multiplier based it-
eration algorithms are studied for various transmit SNR levels in a 6-user MIMO-
CDMA scenario. Note that as
MP
1
Ni = 12 > N , the condition of conventional
zero-forcing approach [54] is no longer satised. The numerical results represent-
ing the average MSE over all substreams for all users are shown in Figure 4.4
as the function of the iteration loops by which the precoders and decoders are
iteratively obtained, with di¤erent power allocation schemes. From Figure 4.4 it
is clear that the convergence property of the proposed algorithms improves with
SNR. The convergence MSE level of the optimized system with power allocation
scheme-I is better than that with power allocation scheme-II.
To investigate the e¤ect of the number of the transmit antennas on the conver-
gence property of the proposed iterative schemes, similar simulations are carried
out with N = 6 and 3, and the convergence curves are depicted in Figure 4.5.
As shown in the gure, iterative algorithm in the system with larger number of
transmit antennas achieves smaller total MSE than those with less transmitter
antennas.
In Figure 4.6, the BER performance of the two iterative algorithms proposed in
Section 4.3 (page 129-131) is compared with the eigendecomposition-based close-
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Figure 4.4: Convergence study for the proposed iterative LM-based optimization
algorithm with and without power distribution in a 6-user MIMO-CDMA system,
with input Eb=N0 = 0, 5, and 10 dB.
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Figure 4.5: Convergence study for the proposed iterative LM-based optimization
algorithms with di¤erent number of transmit antennas, in a 6-user MIMO-CDMA
system, with input Eb=N0 = 10 dB.
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Figure 4.6: BER performance of di¤erent optimization schemes for a 6-user
MIMO-CDMA system with 6 element Tx ULA and 2 element Rx ULA, Nc = 15,
Ki = 3.
form approach of Section 4.5, as well as the precoding scheme proposed in [56]
maximizing the signal-to-leakage ratio (MSLR). It is obvious that the proposed
iterative algorithms outperform all other schemes at the cost of computer com-
plexity. Among all close-form approaches, the eigendecomposition-based schemes
show considerable advantage against MSLR approaches. Furthermore, at the re-
ceiver side, MMSE receivers always achieve better BER performance than RAKE
receivers.
In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, with di¤erent number of users in the system, the
BER performance of the proposed iterative algorithms with power distribution
scheme-I and scheme-III is compared with the generalized eigendecomposition
(ED) based precoding scheme proposed in [57] and RAKE/MMSE decoder (see
Section 3.4.1). The transmit power is distributed using water-lling algorithm.
From these two gures, it is clear that BER of all schemes degrade with the
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Figure 4.7: BER performance of the proposed iterative algorithms (by 30 itera-
tions) with power allocation scheme I/II, and the eigendecomposition-based trans-
mit precoding with RAKE/MMSE decoding. There are 6 users in the MIMO-
CDMA system.
expanding user number. However, the proposed iterative algorithm with power
distribution achieves the best performance in all scenarios. Furthermore, even
the proposed algorithm without inter-user power distribution outperforms the
conventional scheme when the number of users is large enough.
When the geometry of the transmit and receive arrays are uncertain, a down-
grade of the system performance can be expected. To investigate the robustness
of the proposed algorithms against the array geometry uncertainty, numeric sim-
ulation is carried out, assuming 10% random geometry error existing at both the
transmitter and the receivers. The BER performance of such uncertain systems
is compared in Figure 4.9 with that assuming complete accurate array geometry
knowledge. It can be found that the proposed iterative algorithms are relatively
robust.
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Figure 4.8: The same as Fig. 4.7 except there are 10 users in the MIMO-CDMA
system.
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Figure 4.9: BER performance of the proposed iterative schemes (by 30 iterations)
with and without array geometry uncertainty, for a 5-user MIMO-CDMA system
with 6 element Tx ULA and 2 element Rx ULA, Nc = 15, Ki = 2.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, the problem of joint precoding and decoding optimization in
the downlink of MIMO-CDMA systems over frequency-selective multipath fad-
ing channels has been studied. It has been shown that by utilizing the MIMO-
STAR manifold concept, the channel can be properly exploited in both space and
time domain. Criterion of optimal multiplexing order has been derived based
on predened SNIR threshold. An upper-bound of SNIR has been given. Two
Iterative optimal iterative algorithms have been proposed based on minimizing
the overall MSE under the di¤erent power allocation schemes. Furthermore, the
close-form sub-optimization algorithm has been derived by maximizing the SNIR
with user Tx power constraint. Furthermore, by using the upper-bound of symbol
error rate, another close-form sub-optimization algorithm has been proposed to
minimize the total Tx power while satisfying symbol error rate requirement. The
performance of the proposed schemes is supported by simulation results. The pro-
posed iterative algorithms are found robust against array geometry uncertainty
compared with conventional approaches.
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Appendix 4.A Proof of Lemma 4.1
Proof. From the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality (0.6.3 in [65]),
SNIRij =
wHijGHi;iM
 1=2
ij M
1=2
ij wij
wHijM
1=2
ij wij
(4.63)

 
wHijGHi;iM 1ij Gi;iwij
  
wHijMijwij

wHijMijwij
(4.64)
= wHijGHi;iM 1ij Gi;iwij (4.65)
By substitutingMij with Eqn. (4.15) and (4.20), inequation (4.65) can be rewrit-
ten as
SNIRij  wHijGHi;i
24Mi +Gi;i
0@ N(s)iX
 6=j;=1
wiw
H
i
1AGHi;i
35 1Gi;iwij (4.66)
By the inversion lemma:
(A+ u vH) 1 = A 1   A
 1u vHA 1
1 + vHAu
(4.67)
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 wHijGHi;iMiGi;iwij (4.74)
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Appendix 4.B Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proof. Consider the eigenvalue decomposition of Hermitian matrix
WiW
H
i = UiDiUHi (4.75)
where Ui is unitary matrix composed of orthonormal row vectors ui1;    ; uiN
and Di is a diagonal matrix. It is obviously that the diagonal elements, denoted
by P ij, can be regarded as power distribution factor within the ith transmitter,P
j
P ij = P i.
By rewriting Wi = UiD1=2i , the total SNIR of the ith receiver
N
(s)
iX
j=1
SNIRij
Lemma 4.1
=
N
(s)
iX
j=1
uHijD
1=2
i G
H
i;iM 1i Gi;iD
1=2
i uij (4.76)
Lemma 4.2
N
(s)
iX
j=1
^j (4.77)
Combine the above inequality with
N
(s)
iP
j=1
SNIRij  N (s)i , (4.23) can be easily
obtained.
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Appendix 4.C Proof of Eqn. (4.18)
Proof. From Eqn. (4.16), the MSE matrix of ith users can be derived as
Ei = WHi Rxx;iWi + IN(s)i  W
H
i Gi;iWi  W
H
i GHi;iWi (4.78)
=
 
R 1xx;iGi;iWi
H Rxx;iR 1xx;iGi;iWi + IN(s)i (4.79)
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(4.83)
where (4.81) is obtained by (4.13), (4.82) is by Eqn. (4.20), and (4.83) is obtained
by the inversion lemma:
(A+ BCD) 1 = A 1   A 1B(DA 1B+ C 1) 1DA 1 (4.84)
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Appendix 4.D Proof of Eqn. (4.62)
Proof. From Eqn. (4.60), it can be derived
ij = u 
1
gij
(4.85)
and
1 + gijij =
1
gij
(4.86)
Substituting (4.86) into Eqn. (4.61) obtains
N
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which lead to
u =
 "

N(s)i N(s)iY
j=1
(gij)
 1 (4.88)
Substituting (4.88) into (4.85), and considering the non-zero condition of power
(4.58), the optimal power allocation coe¢ cient can be obtained
ij = max
0@0; "

N(s)i N(s)iY
=1
(gi)
 1   (gij) 1
1A (4.89)
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Further Work
5.1 Thesis Summary
The work described in this thesis starts from answering why there is correlation
between MIMO channels and how to model it. From the viewpoint of array
processing, a novel spatial discrete channel model for spatial correlated MIMO
system is proposed using the concept of array manifold of both Tx and Rx arrays.
By implementing the rst-order Taylor approximation, the di¤used MIMO chan-
nel is approximated by modied point-source channel and the MIMO channel
matrix is expressed explicitly by multipath characteristics, such as DODs, DOAs
and complex path gains, and the geometry of both Tx and Rx arrays. The spa-
tial correlation matrix is then derived, which is inconsistent with the conventional
Kronecker-based correlation model. Further numeric studies prove that the pro-
posed arrayed MIMO model gives more accurate capacity estimation of spatial
correlated MIMO channel compared with Kronecker-based model. In the arrayed
MIMO system, the number of resolvable multipaths is found of great important
on bounding of the e¤ective degree of freedom and MIMO capacity. However, the
most important factor inuencing the spatial correlation is the array geometry,
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which can only be well taken into account by the proposed arrayed-MIMO model.
In the uplink of a multiuser asynchronous MIMO-CDMA wireless communi-
cation system operating in frequency selective fading channel, the (space-only)
arrayed-MIMOmodel proposed in Chapter 2 has extended to STARMIMOmodel
using the concept of MIMO-STAR manifold matrix. A blind subspace-based joint
DOA-TOA estimation algorithm and Tx beam rotation based DOD estimation
scheme have been developed. Furthermore, given the complete estimation of
the multipath parameters, two linear subspace-based (single user and multi-user)
space-time receivers have been proposed by transforming the received signal-
vector using the complement projection operator of the unwanted signal (e.g.
MAI and ISI) subspace. Simulation results show that, by exploiting the array
geometry and spatial-temporal information of the multipath fading channel, the
proposed subspace-based receivers outperform RAKE and MMSE receivers, e.g.,
on interference cancellation.
In the downlink of MIMO-CDMA systems over multipath fading channels, the
problem of precoding and decoding optimization have been studied. It has been
shown that by utilizing the STAR manifold concept, the channel can be properly
exploited in both space and time domain. A novel criterion is proposed to deter-
mine the optimal multiplexing order for each user. Optimal iterative algorithms
have been proposed based on minimizing the overall MSE under the di¤erent
power allocation schemes. Furthermore, close-form sub-optimization algorithms
have been derived by maximizing the SNIR without power allocation and mini-
mizing the transmit power while satisfying symbol error rate requirement. The
performances of the proposed schemes are supported by simulation results.
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5.2 List of Contributions
The list below states the main novel contributions in this thesis and some of them
are supported by the publications:
 Proposal of a novel arrayed MIMO model based on the idea of array man-
ifold vectors associated with both transmitter and receiver. It enables the
geometrical investigation of spatial correlated MIMO system using classical
array processing techniques.
 Proposal of a new spatial correlation model of MIMO channels represented
by array manifold vectors. Compared with the widely-used Kronecker
model, it provides a better estimation of the spatial correlation as well
as the capacity.
 Derivation of a theory on the upper-bound of spatial degree of freedom
based on the arrayed MIMO model.
 Extension of STAR manifold vector to MIMO-STAR manifold matrix.
 Development of a multiuser uplink asynchronous arrayed MIMO-CDMA
model based on the idea of MIMO-STAR manifold operating in frequency
selective fading channel.
 Estimation algorithms of channel parameters, DOA/TOA and DOD, in the
uplink arrayed MIMO-CDMA systems.
 Proposal of the subspace-based space-time receivers for uplink arrayedMIMO-
CDMA systems. The single-user ST-1 receiver, although with only the
spreading sequence and the channel information of the desired user, pro-
vides considerable performance improvement compared with the space-time
RAKE and MMSE receivers.
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 Development of the system framework for joint precoder/decoder optimiza-
tion in downlink arrayed MIMO-CDMA systems. Iterative algorithms have
been proposed under the criterion of minimizing the total MSE of the entire
network.
 Proposal of a theory on the optimal multiplexing order which helps to decide
the dimensionality of the precoder/decoder matrices.
 Derivation of two close-form solutions for joint precoder/decoder optimiza-
tion: one by maximizing the SNIR without inter-user power allocation; an-
other by minimizing the transmit power while satisfying pre-dened symbol
error rate requirement. These suboptimal solutions, because of the "close-
form", are practically more e¢ cient than the optimal iterative algorithms.
5.3 Suggestions for Further Works
A number of di¤erent problems associated with correlated MIMO systems have
been investigated in this thesis. Based on the achievements made so far, many
topics are opened for additional research e¤ort.
5.3.1 Robust Space Time Processing In Arrayed MIMO
The proposed arrayed MIMO model introduced in this thesis will need many
improvements before it can be implemented into commercial system.
 Noise in feedback channel: In conventional  N;N-MIMO, the number of
channels needs to be estimated simultaneously is NN . With the negative
e¤ect of channel noise and various interferences, the cost of estimation re-
sults feedback increases exponentially with N or N . The transmit space
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time processing should be robust to the feedback information which may
be corrupted by the noise.
 Partial feedback: In the majority of scenarios, the covariance matrix of
the channels changes more slowly than the channels; and the knowledge
of the covariance matrix is enough for the receiver to improve the system
performance to a su¢ cient high level and feedback some partial but useful
channel information to the transmitter. An algorithm to facilitate this
approach in correlated MIMO using the proposed arrayed model will be an
interesting topic.
 Di¤used channel: Another problems about the robustness of the proposed
MIMOmodel is about the di¤used channel model described in Chapter 2. If
the temporal di¤usion is large enough, the rst-order Taylor approximations
made in Chapter 2 may incur large error and higher order terms need to
be taken into account. The e¤ect of these higher order terms within the
proposed model needs fully investigation.
 Channel parameters estimation error: For some reason, the estimation of
the channel parameters may introduce certain errors. For example, pointing
error occurs if the estimated DOA is mismatched with the actual DOA
of the signal. Such error can cause signicant degradation of, e.g. MAI
suppression, performance and prevents the implementation of the space
time processing proposed in this thesis in commercial mobile system. Thus,
it is critical to develop the robust design to minimize the sensitivity of the
space time processing algorithms to such errors.
 Geometric uncertainty: Furthermore, as have been shown in Chapter 4,
uncertainty of array geometry will degrade the performance of the arrayed
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Figure 5.1: MIMO channel with antenna selection
MIMO system. Advance algorithms should be designed to improve the
robustness of the precoders/decoders to the geometry errors of the Tx/Rx
arrays.
5.3.2 Antenna Selection
In commercial mobile system, as price of antenna is relatively cheaper than that
of RF components, e.g., upconversion/downconversion, amplier, ADC, etc. As
shown in Figure 5.1, it would be commercially benecial to switch a limited
number of RF chains to a subset of a large number of available antennas, so-
called antenna selection [66].
The core of the antenna selection system is the Antenna Selection Schemes,
which select a submatrix of H to form new Ht and improve the overall perfor-
mance signicantly. Based on Instantaneous channel state information (CSI), the
conventional criterion of selecting Ht out of H are
 capacity maximization [67] [68] [69]
 average error probability minimization [70] [71] [72]
 maximize the minimum singular value of Ht.
Drawbacks of these conventional schemes are
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 Optimization procedure is computational complex. For example, to select
receive antennas, when N is big, we need search
 
Nt
N

possibilities
 When CSI varies quickly, precise estimation of CSI is di¢ cult and need
too-much additional bandwidth
In correlated MIMO scenario, based on long-term channel statistics, Dai et.
al. [73] proposed a selection scheme to minimized the determinate of the trans-
mit/receive channel covariance matrices, det
 
R

and det (R). Drawback of this
approach is that it needs probing the complete channel matrix H (e.g., via addi-
tional training procedure), which has been prove to be a very costly task when
the number of the multiple antennas are large.
Based on covariance matrix of received signal-vector, Rt=E

xt x
H
t
	
the spatial
properties, e.g., DOA, of arrival and energy distribution of di¤erent multipaths
 can be estimated using the proposed algorithms in Chapter 3, with which the
optimal antenna set can be calculated to minimize the spatial correlation, or, the
condition number of the covariance matrix Rt ,
condition number =
max (Rt)
min (Rt)
(5.1)
where max (Rt) and min (Rt) are maximal and minimal eigenvalues of Rt respec-
tively. It will be a blind algorithm without additional training/probing procedure.
And, as DOA and optimal antenna set mapping can be set up in advance, the
selection procedure does not add computation burden.
5.3.3 STBC in Arrayed Correlated MIMO System
Spatial diversity techniques have been proposed and adopted in 3G standards
which are essentially based on the Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) transmis-
sion strategy suggested by Alamouti [7]. Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD)
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scheme rst proposed by Texas Instruments has been accepted by 3GPP as the
open loop transmit diversity proposal to WCDMA. Two open loop transmit di-
versity techniques submitted and adopted by CDMA 2000 are the Space-Time
Spreading (STS) scheme proposed by Lucent Technologies and the orthogonal
transmit diversity (OTD) by Motorola.
Transmit antenna diversity as a means of further enhancing the system capac-
ity and performance can be incorporated into the arrayed MIMO communication
system. By using these transmit schemes, additional diversity can be gained
without having to exhaust the number of spreading codes available. Many, if not
all, reported research works on STBC, including the conventional STTD, STS
and OTD schemes, are based on the i.i.d. channel assumption which ignores the
spatial correlation of the MIMO channel. Although a few scholars have realized
the necessity of taking into account the e¤ect of spatial correlation in STBC, most
of their work is based on Kronecker model. The implementation of the arrayed
model proposed in this thesis in this area will be an interesting and promising
direction.
5.3.4 Ad-hoc distributed precoding/decoding optimization
In Chapter 4, the joint precoder/decoder optimization in the arrayed MIMO-
CDMA downlink systems is conducted in so-called centralized fashion, e.g., each
user has the information of the spreading code, channel and precoder/decoder of
all other users. This requires a signicant user cooperation cost.
To cope with this, a suboptimal but distributed precoder/decoder optimiza-
tion is needed, in which
 receiver of each UE only has the information, such as spreading code and
channel, of its own and has to construct the decoding weight matrix based
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on this limited information.
 at BS, Tx optimizes the precoding matrices with the information of spread-
ing code and channel of all users, but not the decoding matrices.
One feasible solution to this ad-hoc distributed optimization problem is game
theory, in which each user could be considered as a player in a game with multiple
players.
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